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BY 
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INTRODUCTION. 
i. General Scope of this Work.—Vedic grammar has never till now 

been treated separately and as a whole. Both in India and in the West 
the subject has hitherto been handled only in connexion with Classical 
Sanskrit Hundreds of Pariini's Sutras deal with the language of the Vedas; 
but the account they give of it is anything but comprehensive. In the West, 
BENFEY was the first, more than half a century ago (1852), to combine a 
description of the linguistic peculiarities of the Vedas with an account of the 
traditional matter of Panini; but as Vedic studies were at that time still in 
their infancy, only the Samaveda1 and about one-fourth of the Rgveda2 

having as yet been published, the Vedic material utilized in his large grammar 3 
was necessarily very limited in extent In WHITNEY'S work* the language of 
the Vedas, which is much more fully represented, is treated in its historical 
connexion with Classical Sanskrit. Partly for this reason, his work does not 
supply a definite account of the grammar of the Samhitas as compared 
with that of the later phases of the language; thus what is peculiar to the 
Brahmagas or to a particular Samhita is often not apparent Professor 
WACKERNAGEL'S grammars, which when finished will present the ancient language 
of India more completely than any other work on the subject, deals with 
the combined Vedic and post-Vedic material from the point of view of 
Comparative Philology. Different sections or individual points of Vedic 
grammar have been the subject of separately published treatises or of special 
articles scattered in various Oriental and philological journals or other works 
of a miscellaneous character. It is advisable that all this as well as additional 
material6 should now be brought together so as to afford a general survey 
of the subject. 

In view of the prominent position occupied by the Indo-Aryan branch 
in Comparative Philology and of the fact that the language of the Vedas 

' Edited by BENFEY, with German trans- . WACKERNAGEL, I. Lautlehre, Gottingen 1896; 
lation and glossary, Leipzig 1848. II, 1. Einleitung zur Wortlehre. Nominal-

* Vol. I edited by WAX MULLER, London komposition, 1905. (Cp. BARTHOLOMAE, Bei-
1849, vol. v i 1875; 2nd ed. London 1 8 9 0 — j t r a g e zur altindischen Grammatik, Z D M G . 
92; edited by AUFRECHT, Berlin 1861 and 
1863 (vols. VI and VII of Indische Studien), 

ed. Bonn 1877. 
3 Vollständige Grammatik der Sanskrit-

sprache, Leipzig 1852. 
4 A Sanskrit Grammar, Leipzig 1879; y d 

ed. 1896. 
5 Altindische Grammatik von JACOB 

50, 6 7 4 - 7 3 5 ) . 
6 Such additional material is supplied in 

this work from collections made for me by 
my pupils Prof. H . C. NORMAN (Benares) 
from the Vajasaneyi Samhita, and Mr. A . B . 
KEITH from the Taittirlya Samhita, the 
Mantras in the Aitareya Aranyaka, and the 
Khilas of the Rgveda. 

Indo-ariichc Philologie. I. 4. j 
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represents the foundation of the subsequent strata, it seems important for the 
sake of clearness and definiteness that the earliest phase should be treated as 
a whole independently of later developments. The present work will therefore 
deal with the grammar of only the Mantra portions of the Samhitas; that is 
to say, it will embrace the whole of the Rgveda, the A t h a r v a v e d a t h e 
Samaveda2, and the Vajasaneyi S a m h i t a b u t will exclude those portions of 
the Taittiriya Samhita4, the Maitrayani Samhita5 and the Kathaka6 which 
have the character of Brahmanas7. Reference will also be made to Mantra 
material not found in the canonical texts of the Samhitas, that is, to the 
Khilas8 of the Rgveda and the occasional Mantras of this type occurring 
in the Brahmanas9 and Sutras. As the linguistic material of the Rgveda is 
more ancient, extensive and authentic than that of the other Samhitas, all 
of which borrow largely from that text10, it is taken as the basis of the 
present work. Hence all forms stated without comment belong to the Rgveda, 
though they may occur in other Samhitas as well. From the other Vedas, 
such matter only is added as occurs in their independent parts or, if borrowed 
from the Rgveda, appears in an altered form, the source being in such cases 
indicated by an abbreviation in parentheses (as VS., TS., AV.). The addition, 
of the abbreviation 'RV.' means that the form in question occurs in the 
Rgveda only. 

2. Verbal Authenticity of the Texts 1 1 .— In dealing with the linguistic 
material of the Samhitas the question of the authenticity of the forms which 
it embraces is of great importance. What guarantees then do we possess 
that the original form of the texts handed down by tradition has not in the 
course of ages undergone modification and modernization in respect to 
vocabulary, phonetics, and grammatical forms? This question must first be 
applied to the Rgveda, the oldest of the Samhitas, which forms the very 
foundation of Vedic tradition. The evidence of the SarvanukramanI", which 
states the number of stanzas, the metre, and the deity for every hymn of 
the RV., shows that in general extent, form, and matter, this Samhita was 
in the Sutra period the same as now. The Pratisakhya , J demonstrates that 
its phonetic character was also the same. Yaska's commentary14 proves that, 

I Edited (Samhita text only) by ROTH and ! Mass. , 1904); SCHEFTELOWITZ, D i e Apokry-
WHITNEY, Berlin 1856 (Index Verborum in j phen des R g v e d a ed i t ion of the Khilas) , 
J A O S . , vol. XII); translated by WHITNEY Breslau 1906 (cp. OLDENBERG, Göttingische 
(Books I—xtx), with a critical and exegetical 1 Gelehrte Anzeigen 1907, 2 1 0 — 4 1 ) . 
commentary, Cambridge, Mass. , 1 9 0 5 (vols, 
v i i and v i u of the Harvard Oriental Series) ; 
also edited by SHANKAR P. PANDIT (both 
Samhita and Pada text), B o m b a y 1895—99. 

* Besides BENFEY'S edition also that of 
SATYAVRATA SÄMASRAMI, 5 vols., Calcutta 

9 C p . OLDENBERG, op. c it . , 3 5 9 f f . ; AUF-
RECHT, Das Aitareya Br ihmana , Bonn 1879, 
p. 420 f. 

1 0 Cp. OLDENBERG, op. cit., chapter m ; 
MACDONELL, History of Sanskrit Literature, 
1 8 1 and 186. 

1874—78 (Bibliotheca Indica). « Cp. OLDENBERG, op. cit., chapter ui 
3 Edited by WEBER, with the commentary (27 1—369) Der Riktext und der T e x t der 

of Mahldhara, London and Berlin 1852 . ¡ jüngeren Samhitäs und der Brähmapas ; 
4 Edited by WEBER (vols, x i and x u of | LUDWIG, Ueber die Krit ik des Rgveda-

Indische Studien), Berlin 1 8 7 1 — 7 2 . I Textes , Abhandlungen d. k . böhm. Gesell-
5 Edited by L . v . SCHROEDER, Leipzig ! schaft der Wissenschaften, Prag 1889. 

1 8 8 1 — 8 6 . ! 1 2 Edited by A . A . MACDONELL, Oxford 
6 Edited by L . v . SCHROEDER, vol. 1 

(books 1—xvii l) , Le ipzig 1900. 
7 Cp. OLDENBERG, Die Hymnen d e s R i g v e d a , 

Band I (Prolegomena), Berl in 1888, p. 294fr. 
8 See AUFRECHT, Die Hymnen des Rigveda», 

vol. n , 6 7 2 — 8 8 ; MAX MÜLLER, Rgveda» , 
vol. i v , 5 1 9 — 4 1 ; cp. MACDONELL, BJ-had-
devatä, vol. I, introduction, $ 15 (Cambridge, 

1886. 
13 T h e R g v e d a PrätiSäkhya, edited with 

German translation by MAX MÜLLER, Leipzig 
1856—69; edited with UVATA'S commentary, 
Benares Sanskrit Series 1894. 

M Yaska ' s Nirukta, edited by ROTH, Göt-
tingen 1 8 5 2 ; edited by SATYAVRATA SAMA-
¿RAMI, 4 vols, (U—iv with the commentary 
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as regards the limited number of stanzas explained by him, his text was 
verbally identical with ours. The frequent statements of the Brahma^as 
concerning the number of verses contained in a hymn or liturgical group 
agree with the extant text of the Rgveda. The explanatory discussions of the 
Brahmanas further indicate that the text of the Rgveda must have been 
regarded as immutably fixed by that time. Thus the Satapatha Brahma$a, 
while speaking of the possibility of varying some of the formulas of the 
Yajurveda, rejects as impossible the notion of changing the text of a certain 
verse of the Rgveda as proposed by some teachers1. 

Probably soon after the completion of the actual Brahmanas the hymns 
of the Rgveda were fixed in the phonetic form of the Samhita text; and 
after no long interval, in order to guard that text from the possibility of any 
change or loss, the Pada text was constituted by Sakalya, whom the Araijyakas 
or appendixes to the Brahmanas, the Nirukta, and the Rgveda Pratisakhya 
presuppose1. By this analysis of the Samhita text, its every word, stated in 
a separate form as unaffected by the rules of euphonic combination, has 
come down to us without change for about 2,500 years. 

The Sainhita text itself, however, only represented the close of a long 
period in which the hymns, as originally composed by the seers, were handed 
down by oral tradition. For the condition of the text even in this earlier 
period we possess a large body of evidence corresponding to that of Mss. 
for other literary monuments. It was then that the text of the other Vedas, 
each of which borrowed extensively from the Rgveda, was constituted. With 
each of them came into being a new and separate tradition in which the 
borrowed matter furnishes a body of various readings for the Rgveda. The 
comparison of these variants, about 1200 in number, has shown that the text 
of the Rgveda already existed, with comparatively few exceptions, in its present 
form when the text of the other Vedas was established. The number of 
instances is infinitely small in which the Rgveda exhibits corruptions not 
appearing in the others. We have thus good reason for believing that the 
fixity of the text and the verbal integrity of the Rgveda go several centuries 
further back than the date at which the Samhita text came into existence. 
As handed down exclusively by oral tradition, the text could hardly have 
been preserved in perfecdy authentic form from the time of the composers 
themselves; and research has shown that there are some undeniable corruptions 
in detail attributable to this earliest period. But apart from these, the Samhita 
text, when the original metre has been restored by the removal of phonetic 
combinations which did not prevail in the time of the poets themselves, nearly 
always contains the very words, as represented by the Pada text, actually 
used by the seers. The modernization of the ancient text appearing in the 
Sainhita form is only partial and is inconsistently applied. It has preserved 
the smallest minutiae of detail most liable to corruption and the slightest 
differences in the matter of accent and alternative forms which might have 
been removed with the greatest ease. We are thus justified in assuming that 
the accents and grammatical forms of the Rgveda, when divested of the 
euphonic rules applied in the Samhita text, have come down to us, in the 
vast majority of cases, as they were uttered by the poets themselves. 

Though the tradition of nearly all the later Samhitas has in a general 
way been guarded by Anukramanls, Pratisakhyas, and Pada texts, its value 
is clearly inferior to that of the Rgveda. This is only natural in the case 

of DURGA), Calcutta 1882—91 (Bibliotheca I 1 See OLDENBERG, op. cit., 352. 
lndica). | * See OLDENBERG, op. cit., 380 f. 

1* 
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of collections in which the matter was largely borrowed and arbitrarily cut 
up into groups of verses or into single verses solely with a view to meet 
new liturgical wants. Representing a later linguistic stage, these collections 
start from a modernized text in the material borrowed from the Rgveda, as 
is unmistakable when that material is compared with the original passages. 
The text of the Samaveda is almost entirely secondary, containing only 
seventy-five stanzas not derived from the Rgveda. Its variants are due in 
part to inferiority of tradition and in part to arbitrary alterations made for 
the purpose of adapting verses removed from their context to new ritual uses 
An indication that the tradition of the Yajur and Atharva Vedas is less trust-
worthy than that of the Rgveda is the great metrical irregularity which is 
characteristic of those texts2. Of all these the Vajasaneyi Samhita is the best 
preserved, being not only guarded by an AnukramanI, a Pratisakhya, and a 
Pada text, but partially incorporated in the Satapatha Brahmana, where the 
first 18 books are quoted word for word besides being commented on. The 
Taittiriya Samhita has also been carefully handed down, being protected by 
an Anukramaiji, a Pratisakhya, and a good Pada text3. The MaitrayanT Samhita 
is not so well authenticated, having no Pratisakhya and only an inferior 
Pada text, of which but a single somewhat incorrect Ms. is known4. Least 
trustworthy of all is the tradition of the Kafhaka which lacks both a Pratisakhya 
and a Pada text. Moreover only one complete Ms. of this Samhita is known®. 
As that Ms. is unaccented, it has only been possible to mark the accent 
in small portions of that part of the text which has as yet been published 
(Books I-XVIII). As, however, the texts of the Black Yajurveda often agree 
even verbally, and the MaitrayanI Samhita is closely connected with the 
Kathaka, the readings of the latter can to some extent be checked by those 
of the cognate Samhitas. 

The inferiority of tradition in the Atharvaveda was increased by the 
lateness of its recognition as a canonical text It contains many corrupt 
and uncertain forms, especially in Book x ix , which is a later addition6. 
The text is guarded by Anukramanis, a Pratisakhya, and a Padapatha?. The 
latter, however, contains serious errors both in regard to accentuation and 
the division of compound verbal forms, as well as in other respects. The 
Padapatha of Book xix , which is different in origin from that of the earlier 
books8 , is full of grave blunders9. The critical and exegetical notes contained 
in WHITNEY'S Translation of the Atharvaveda accordingly furnish important aid 
in estimating the value of the readings in the Saunaklya recension of the 
Atharvaveda. The Paippalada recension is known in only a single corrupt 
Ms., which has been reproduced in facsimile by Professors GARBE and 
BLOOM FIELD10. About one-eighth or one-ninth of this recension is original, 
being found neither in the Saunaklya text of the Atharvaveda nor in any other 
known collection of Mantras". The various readings of this recension, in the 

1 On the Padapätha of the Sämaveda see 
BENKEY'S edition ofthat Samhitä, p. Lvu—LXIV. 

* See WHITNEY'S Introduction to the 
Atharvaveda, p. c x x v u ; BLOOMFIELD, T h e 
Atharvaveda, Grundriss II, IB , J I . 

3 Cp. WEBER'S edition p. v m f . , and 
Indische Studien 13, 1 — 1 1 4 (Ueber den 
Padapätha der Taittirlya-Samhita). 

4 See L . v . SCHROEDER'S edition, Intro-
duction, p. x x x v i f. 

s Cp. L . v . SCHKOEDER'S Introduction to 
his edition, S 1. 

6 See I.ANMAN'S Introduction to Book x i x 
in WHITNEY'S Translation of the Atharva-
veda. 

7 See LANMAN'S Introduction to WHITNEY'S 
Translation, p. LXIX—LXXIV. 

8 The I'adapitha of the Atharvaveda has 
been edited in full by SHANKAK P. PANDIT 
in his Atharvaveda. 

9 Cp. BLOOMFIELD, T h e Atharvaveda p. 16. 
'o T h e Kashmirian Atharva-Veda, Balti-

1 more 1901. 
| " BLOOMFIELD, T h e Atharvaveda p. 15; 
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material common to both recensions, are given in the critical notes of WHITNEY'S 
Translation. The variations range from slight differences to complete change 
of sense, and exact textual agreement between parallel stanzas is comparatively 
rare'. The text of this recension has not yet been critically edited except 
Book I 1 . 

I. PHONOLOGY. 
Rgveda Pratiiakhya, ed. with German translation by MAX MÖLLER, Leipzig 1856—69; 

with UVATA'I Commentary, Benares Sanskrit Series, 1894. — Atharvaveda Prätiääkhya, ed. 
WHITNEY," JAOS. vols, VII and x. — Taittirtya PrätiSäkhya, ed. WHITNEY, JA OS. vol. ix, 
1871. — Väjasaneyi Pratiiakhya, ed. WEBER, IS. vol. IV, 1858; with UVATA'S Commentary, 
Benares Sanskrit Series, 1888. — Riktantravyakaraga ( = Prätiiäkhya of the SV.), ed. and 
transl. by BURNELL, Mangalore 1879. 

BENFEY, Vollständige Grammatik p. 1—70. —WHITNEY, Sanskrit Grammar p. 1 — 87. — 
WACKERNAGEL, Altindische Grammatik. I. Lautlehre (very full bibliography). 

3. Ancient Pronunciation. — Evidence throwing light on the phonetic 
character of the language of the Saiphitäs is furnished not only by the 
pronunciation of its sounds by the Brahmans of to-day, who still recite those 
texts, but also by the transcription of Sanskrit words in foreign languages, 
particularly Greek, in ancient times; by the summary information contained in 
the works of the old Sanskrit grammarians, Pacini and his successors^ and 
more especially by the detailed statements of the Prätisäkhyas and the Sik?as. 
From these sources we derive a sufficiently exact knowledge of the pronunciation 
prevailing about 500 B. C. This pronunciation, however, need not necessarily 
have coincided in every particular with that of the Saiphitäs, which date from 
many centuries earlier. Nevertheless, judging by the internal evidence supplied 
by the phonetic changes and analogical formations occurring in the language 
of the texts themselves and by the external evidence of comparative philology, 
we are justified in concluding that the pronunciation, with the possible exception 
of a very few doubtful points, was practically the same. 

4. The Sounds of the Vedic Language. — There are altogether 
52 sounds, 13 of which are vocalic and 39 consonantal. They are the following: 

A. Vocalic sounds. 

1. Nine simple vowels: aäiXuürf /. 
2. Four diphthongs: e 0* ai au 

B. Consonantal sounds. 

1. Twenty-two mutes, divided into five classes, each of which has its 
class nasal, making a group of twenty-seven: 
a) five gutturals: k kh g gh ri, 
b) five palatals: c ch j jh ti, 
c) seven cerebrals: t th d and Is dh and Ih 5 n, 
d) five dentals: t th d dh n, 
e) five labials: p ph b bh m. 

cp. WHITNEY'S Translation of the Atharva-
veda p. 1013—23. 

< On the readings of the Paippalada re-
cension, see LANMAN'S Introduction P.LXXIX— 
LXXXIX. 

1 The Kashmirian AtharvaVeda, Book One. 
Edited with critical notes by LEROY CARR 
BARRET, in JAOS. 26, 197—295. 

3 These are really simple long vowels, 
being diphthongs only in origin ( = ai, 3u). 

4 Pronounced ai, au (see WHITNEY on 
APr. L 40 and TPr. 11. 29), but derived 
from diphthongs with a long first element. 

5 These sounds take the place of d dh 
respectively between vowels; e. g. tie (but 
tdya), milhufc (but midhvan). 
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2. Four semivowels: y r I v. 
3. Three sibilants: s (palatal), s (cerebral), s (dental). 
4. One aspiration: h. 
5. One pure nasal: in {in) called Anusvara ('after-sound'). 
6. Three voiceless spirants: // (Visarjanlya), h (Jihvamullya), h (Upa-

dhmaniya). 
5. Losses, changes, additions. — In order that the phonetic status of 

the Vedic language may be understood historically, the losses, changes, and 
additions which have taken place in it as compared with earlier linguistic 
stages, must be pointed out. 

a. It has lost the IE. 1) short vowels i 0 and 2) long vowels e 0; 
3) diphthongs ei oi, eu ou\ ai ei oi, au iu ow, 4) sonant nasals; 5) voiced 
spirant 2. 

b. It has replaced a number of IE. sounds by others: 1) the short vowels 
I 0 by a, 3 by /; 2) the long vowels Id by a\ 3) the diphthongs ei oi by 
¿u ou by 0; also az ez oz by eo; 4) f by ir (fir), I by r; 5) ai ei Si by ai, 
au iu ou by au; 6) r, when followed by a nasal, has become f ; 7) gutturals 
(velars) have, under certain conditions, become palatals1; 8) a palatal mute 
has become the palatal spirant s2. 

c. It has added the whole series of eight cerebrals (including the 
spirant s). 

The above innovations are specifically Indian, excepting (1) the loss of 
the vowels e 0 3, together with the diphthongs formed with them; (2) the loss 
of the sonant nasals; and (3) the addition of the spirants s and s. These 
the Avesta shares with the Vedas. 

1. The simple vowels. 

6. The vowel a.—This is by far the commonest vowel, being much 
more than twice as frequent as a ; while these two «-vowels combined occur 
as often as all the rest (including diphthongs) taken together3. According to 
the modern Indian pronunciation, a has the sound of a very short close 
neutral vowel like the English u in but. That such was its character as early 
as the time of Panini appears from his last Sutra, according to which a is 
not the short sound corresponding to 3. To the same effect are the statements 
of the Pratisakhyas which describe a as a 'close' (samvrta) sound. This 
pronunciation is borne out by the reproduction of Indian words in Greek, 
where the vowel, though usually represented by a, appears as i or 0 also; 
on the other hand, the frequent reproduction of the Greek a by the Indian 
a indicates that, to the Indian ear, that vowel was both longer and had more 
distinctively the sound of a. Similarly, Hindus of the present day make the 
observation that the English pronunciation of a in Sanskrit words sounds long 
idlrgha) to them. As the ancient Iranian languages have the normal a 
throughout, the close pronunciation must be an Indian innovation. But whether 
it already prevailed in the period when the Samhitas were composed is 
uncertain. The fact, however, that in the RV. the metre hardly ever admits 
of the a being elided after e or 0, though the written text drops it in about 
75 per cent of its occurrences, seems to indicate that when the hymns of 
the RV. were composed, the pronunciation of a was still open, but that at 

1 Cp. BRUGMANN, Kurze vergleichende ä Op. cit. 233 . 
Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen 3 Cp. WHITNEY, 22 and 75. 
1902, I, 244. 4 APr. I. 36 ; VPr. 1. 72. 
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the time when the Saiphita text was constituted, the close pronunciation was 
already becoming general 

a. Though a ordinarily represents IE. a e os, it also often replaces an original 
sonant nasal1 representing the reduced form of the unaccented Vedic syllables a -{-nasal: 
i) an in derivative and inflexional syllables; e. g. sai-a beside the stem sanl- 'being'; jukv-ati 
'they sacrifice'(suffix otherwise -anti); 2) a+nasal in radical syllables; e.g. ta-ta- 'stretched': 
]//an-; ¿-«-/¿-'gone': \gam-; das-ma- 'wondrous': \'dams-; stem palhi- 'path', beside panlhi-\ 
3) in words as shown by comparative philology; e. g. sata-m 'hundred' (Lat. centum), 
ddsa 'ten' (Lat. decern) 3. 

Very rarely a is a Prakritic representative of r, as in vi-kata-4 'monstrous', beside 
vt-krta- 'deformed'. 

7. The vowel a. — This sound represents both a simple long vowel5 

and a contraction; e. g. a-stha-t 'he has stood'; Asam 'I was' ( = d-as-atn), 
bharati 'may he bear" ( = bhara-a-ti). 

a. Like a, the long vowel a frequently corresponds to or is derived from 
a syllable containing a nasal; e. g. kha-ta- 'dug': Ykhan-; S-tman- 'soul' : an-
'breathe'. In very rare instances the nasal is retained in the RV.: jighamsati 
'desires to strike': Yhan-\ sranta- 'wearied': Ysram-\ dhvStitd- 'dark': ydhvan-; 
there are six or eight more instances in the later Saiphitas6. Here the 
reappearance of the nasal in a weak radical syllable is an innovation due to 
the influence of other forms with nasals7. 

8. The vowel /. — This sound in the first place is an original vowel; 
e. g. div-i 'in heaven'. It also frequently represents the low grade of e and ya 
both in roots8 and suffixes; e. g. vid-ma 'we know', beside ved-a 'I know"; 
nav-istha- 'newest', beside nav-yas- 'newer*. It further appears as the low 
grade of a in roots containing that vowel: e. g. sidhyati 'succeeds', beside 
sildhati\ sista- 'taught', beside sasti 'teaches'; especially when the vowel is 
final, as in sthi-ta- 'stood': sthi-. From the latter use it came to assume the 
function of a 'connecting' vowel; e. g. jan-i-tr- 'begetter*: YJan--, after heavy 
syllables also in the ending -ire of 3 pi. pf. mid. vavand-ire (beside nunudr/). 
In sithira- 'loose' i would be a Prakritic representative of r, if the word is 
derived from Ysrath 

9. The vowel 7. — This sound is an original vowel, e. g. in jlva- 'living'I0. 
It also often represents the low grade of ya both in roots and suffixes; 
e. g. jl-td- (AV.), 'overcome': Yjya-\ as-t-mahi 'we would attain', beside ai-yam 
'I would attain'. It further seems to represent the low grade of both radical 
and suffixal a ; but this can probably in all instances be explained as either a 
low grade of ai or a later substitution for i; e. g. gi-tha- (AV.) beside ga-thd-
'song', is from the root gat-; adi-mahi (VS.) and di-sva (VS.), from Y 2 ^ ' 
and Y3 occur beside forms in i from the three roots da- which have i only 
in the RV.; hina- 'forsaken', from Yhi-, occurs once in RV. x beside forms with 
i only in RV. I-IX. A similar explanation probably applies to the -nx- of the 
ninth class of verbs beside -na-, e. g. grbhni-\grbhna 

1 C p . BRUGMANN, K G . 9 2 , 1 0 4 , 1 1 6 . 
' Cp. BRUGMANN 1 8 4 . 
J S e e W A C K E R N A G E L i, 7 ( p . 7 — 1 0 ) . 
4 C p . W A C K E R N A G E L I , 1 4 6 . 
5 It represents IE. a e ox cp. BRUGMANN, 

KG. 98, n o , 122. It also appears for IE. 
¡S before single consonants: cp. W A C K E R -
NAGEL 1, 1 0 . 

6 See below, past passive participles 574, 
2 a. 

7 S e e W A C K E R N A G E L I , 1 3 . 
8 This term will be retained in the present 

work in its conventional sense (cp. BRUG-
MANN, KG. 365), and 'roots' will be 
quoted in the usually low grade form in 
which they appear in Sanskrit grammar. 
The term 'base' will be used to designate 
the phonetic unit which is the starting point 
of vowel gradation (cp. BRUGMANN, KG. 
211). Thus bhava- or bhavi- is a'base', bhu-
is a 'root'. 

9 Cp. WACKERNAGEL 1, 1 6 (p. 1 9 , note). 
»" C p . BRUGMANN, K G . 7 3 . 
" S e e WACKERNAGEL I, 18 . 
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10. T h e v o w e l u. — This sound is an original vowel; e .g . upa 'up to'; 
duhitr- 'daughter'; madhu- 'sweetness*. It also represents the low grade of 
0 or va both in roots and suffixes; e. g. yuga- m. n. 'yoke', beside yoga- m. 
'yoking'; suptd- (AV.) 'asleep': svdpna- m. 'sleep'; krnu-: krno- present base 
of kr- 'make'. 

n . T h e v o w e l u. — This sound is an original vowel; e. g. bhra- "brow"; 
stira- 'hero'. It is also the low grade for avt, au, vd\ e. g. bha-t 'has 
become': bhavi-sjdti 'will become'; dhutd-'shaken' : dhautarT-, f. 'shaking'; 
sad- 'sweeten': svsd- 'enjoy'. 

13. T h e v o w e l r . — T h e vowel r* is at the present day usually pronounced 
as ri\ and that this pronunciation is old is shown by the confusion of the 
two sounds in inscriptions and Mss., as well as by the reproduction of r by 
ri in the Tibetan script2. But r was originally pronounced as vocalic r. The 
Pratisakhyas of the RV., VS., AV.3 describe it as containing an r, which 
according to the RPr. is in the middle. According to the commentator 
on the VPr. this medial r constitutes one-half of the sound, the first and 
last quarter being a 4 . This agrees with m , the equivalent of r in the Avesta. 

Except in the acc. and gen. plur. of r-stems (where f is written), the 
long vowel is in the R V . represented by the sign for r : always in forms of 
the verb mrd-5 'be gracious', in the past participles trlha- 'crushed', drfha-
'firm', in the gen. nrnam, and in the one occurrence of the gen. tisrnftm6. 
In the later Saiphitas, the vowel in these instances was pronounced short7; 
and it was doubtless for this reason that r came to be erroneously written for 
f in the text of the R V . 

13. T h e v o w e l r 8 . — T h i s long vowel, according to RPr. and APr.9, 
contains an r in its first half only. It appears only in the acc. and gen. 
plur. masc. fem. of r-stems; e. g. pitrn, mStrs\ pitfndm, svdsfnSm. Thus the f 
was written only where a- i- »-stems showed analogous forms with a 1 a; 
and prosodical evidence proves that, in the RV., f is required even in the 
two genitives in which r is written (1nrnam and tisrn&m) In the TS., how-
ever, all these genitives plur. have r" (that is, pitrnAm as well as nrnam, 
tisrnam). 

14. T h e v o w e l / .—This sound, though pronounced as Iri at the present 
day, was originally a vocalic /. Its description in the Pratisakhyas " is analogous 
to that of r. It is found only in a few forms or derivatives of the verb 
kip- 'be in order': cilklpri, 3 pi. perf.; ciklpati, 3 sing. aor. subj.; klpti- (VS.) 
'arrangement*. In the R V . r appears beside it in krp- 'form'1!. 

a. T h e diphthongs. 
15. T h e d i p h t h o n g s e a n d 0.— At the present day these sounds are 

pronounced in India as long monophthongs like i and S in most European 

1 In several instances r appears to re-
p r e s e n t a n I E . I s o u n d . C p . WACKERNAGEL 
1, P- 33-

* S e e WACKEKNAGEL I, 28. 
3 R P r . VXIL 1 4 ; V P r . IV. 1 4 5 ; A P r . l . 3 7 , 7 1 . 
4 Cp.BENFEY, Vedica und Verwandtes I, 18. 
5 Except possibly RV. vIL 56<7 where the 

vowel is metrically short; cp. op. cit. I, 6; 
ARNOLD , V e d i c M e t r e , p . 143. 

6 RV. v. 69». 
7 In the AV. the vowel is still metrically 

long in some of these instances: OLDEN-
BERG, Prolegomena 4 7 7 . 

8 The f of the gen. pi. is an Indian inno-
vation; cp. 5, b 6 and 17. On the other 
hand, IE. r- is represented by ir and (after 
labials) iir; e. g. from kr- 'commemorate', 
kir-ti- 'fame'; pr- 'fill'-.pür-ta-, n. 'reward'; as 
low grade of ri in dtrgh-a- 'long', beside 
dragh-lyas- 'longer*. Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 22. 

9 RPr. XUL 14; APr. L 38. 
'o See above, S, b 6. 
»« C p . BENFEY, V e d i c a u n d V e r w a n d t e s 

I. 3-
" RPr. XUL 14; VPr. IV. 1 4 5 . 
«3 C p . WACKERNAGEL I, 3 1 . 
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languages. That they already had this character at the time of the Pratisakhyas 1 

and of Pacini's successors Katyayana2 and Patanjali J, appears from the accounts 
given by those authorities, who at the same time recognize these two sounds 
to be in many instances the result of the euphonic combination (samdhi', Sandhi) 
of a + t and a + u respectively. This evidence is borne out by the reproduction 
of Indian words by the Greeks • and of Greek words by the Indians1 from 
about 300 B. c. onwards. 

a. These two sounds as a rule represent earlier diphthongs of which the second 
element was i or u respectively. 1. T h i s i s most evidently so when they are produced 
in Sandhi by the coalescence of S with » and u. As the result of such a combination 
they are explicable only on the assnmption of an earlier pronunciation of these sounds 
as the genuine diphthongs ai and cut. — 2. They are further based on prehistoric con-
tractions within words in declension and conjugation; e. g. loc. sing, of aJva- 'horse' : 
dive (cp. nav-i- 'in the ship'); nom. acc. du. neut. of pada- 'step' : padi (cp. vacas-J 'two 
words'); 3. sing. pot. mid. bhaveta 'should become'(cp. as-ita 'would sit'); maghon- weak 
stem ( = magha-uti) of maghavan- 'bountiful'; a-voc-at 3. sing. aor. of vac- 'speak' ( = a-va-
uc-aty>. — 3. These two sounds also represent the high grade corresponding to the weak 
grade vowels i and u; e. g. sicati'pours', beside sik-td- 'poured'; bhoj-am, beside bhuj-am, 
aor. of bhuj- 'enjoy' 7. 

b. 1. In a small number of words e10 represents Indo-Iranian az (still preserved in 
the Avesta) before d dh and h (= dh)-. dehi 'give', and dhehi 'set' (Av. dazdi); e-dhi 'be', 
beside as-ti-, ned-Jyas- 'very near', n/d-iffha• 'nearest' (Av. ttazdyo, nazdisia-)-, medha- 'insight' 
(Av. mazdai); miyldha- 'meat-juice' (Av. myazda-); veJhas- 'adorer' (Av. vazdanh-); sed-% 
weak perf. of sad- 'sit' (Av. hazd- for Indo-Iranian sazd-) 9. — a. Similarly o10 represents 
az in stems ending in -as before the bh of case-endings, e. g. from dvlf-as- n. 'hatred', 
inst. pi. dvifo-bhis; and before secondary suffixes beginning with y or v. amho-yu-
'distressing' (but apas-yu- 'active'); duvo-yu- 'wishing to give' (beside duvas-yu-); saho-vatt-
(AV.) 'mighty', beside sahas-vant• (RV.). In derivatives of fay 'six', and of vah- 'carry', 
o represents az before d or dh, which it cerebralizes: }6-dasa (VS.) 'sixteen'; fo-qiha 'six-
fold'; vi-4hum 'to carry'. 

16. The diphthongs 0/ and au. — These sounds are pronounced at 
the present day in India as diphthongs in which the first element is short. Even 
at the time of the Pratisakhyas they had the value of at and au11. But that 
they are the etymological representatives of si and au is shown by their 
becoming sy and 3v respectively before vowels both in Sandhi" and within 
words; e. g. gSv-as 'kine', beside gdu-s 'cow'*J. That such was their original 
value is also indicated by the fact that in Sandhi a contracts with <r*4 to ai, 
and with 0 to a« 1 5 . 

17. Lengthening of vowels. — 1. Before n, vowels are lengthened only 
(except r in the gen. pi.) in the acc. pi. in -an, -In, -an, -rn,6, where the long 
vowel is doubtless pre-Indian li. 

2. Before suffixal y, i and u are phonetically lengthened: a) as finals 
of roots; e. g. ksT-yate 'is destroyed' (Y/isi-); su-ydte 'is pressed' (Vsu~)i 
srB-yis 'may he hear' ( \ f s r i t - ) ; b) as finals of nouns in denominatives formed 
with -yd and their derivatives; e. g. janl-ydnt- 'desiring a wife' (jdni-); valgn-

1 S e e W H I T N E Y o n A P r . 1. 4 0 . 
» Varttika on Pacini VIII. 2, 106. 
1 Comment on V&rttika I and 3 on Pacini 

L' I , 4 8 . 
4 Thus Kckaya-, name of a people, becomes 

ÁT/Knt; Ganda- name of a people, ToviaXo/. 
5 Thus K¿/ir¡\«í becomes kramcla-ka-; úpa 

becomes hora. 
6 C p . WACKERNAGEL I , 3 3 b . 
7 Op. cit. 1, 3 3 c, d, e. 
8 On this base see below on the Per-

fect, 483 a, 2. 
9 C p . WACKERNAGEL I, 3 4 a . 
10 These t and o are not distinguished in 

I pronunciation from the monophthongs re-
| presenting the diphthongs ai and au. 

" S e e W H I T N E Y o n A P r . 1. 4 0 a n d T P r . 
IL 2 9 . 

" See below 73. 
»3 C p . WACKERNAGEL I , 3 6 . 
'4 That is, originally a -f- {t = ) St be-

came ai. 
'5 That is, originally a + (a = ) au be-

came au. 
16 For original a i u r - f ns. 
»7 As the s which caused the length by 

position had already for the most part dis-
appeared in the Vedic language. 
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yati 'treats kindly' (va/git-); gata-ydti 'desires free course' (gstu-; but also g3tu-
yati) \ The AV. 2 has a few exceptions: arati-ydti 'is hostile'; jani-yati as 
well as janx-ydti*; c ) i in the suffix -i-ya and in the comparative suffix -lyas. 

3. Before r, if radical, i and u seem to be lengthened when a consonant 
follows; e. g. glr-bhis beside gir-as (glr- 'song of praise'); par-su beside pur-as 
(pur- 'fort'), but Xr and Ur here represent IE. f*. In a few instances this is 
extended by analogy to words in which the r is not radical: asir 'blessing' 
(asls-)\ sajftr 'together' (Yjus-)^>. 

4. Before v, the vowels a i u are lengthened: a) in some instances the 
augment: avidhyat 'he wounded' (jfvyadh-)b\ b ) once before the primary 
suffix -viims of the perfect participle: jigX-vdms- 'having conquered' (Vj* ' ) 
c) often before the secondary suffixes -van, -vana, -varit, -vaia, -vin\ e. g. 
rtti-van- 'observing order'; kirsX-vana- (AV.) 'ploughman'; yd-vant- 'how 
great'; svasX-vant- (RV 1 .) 'snorting' ( \ZAas-); -krsi-vala- 'ploughman'; dvaya-vin-
'dishonest'; d) often before the second member of a compound; e. g. gUrtd-
vasu- 'whose treasures are welcome'7 . 

5. Before llr. z and z, when followed by one or more consonants, vowels 
are lengthened by way of compensation for the loss of the ? or a) a 
( = a?) in tadhi 'hew' ( y/aAs-); badha- 'firm' ( Ybamh-); sddhr- 'conquering', 
d-sad/ia- 'invincible' (Y^saA-); b ) T = iz in id- 'adore' ( J fyaj- 'sacrifice', or ]//';-
'wish'); nidd- 'nest'; pid- 'press'; muiha- 'reward'; mTdhvfims- 'bounteous'; 
rldhd- 'licked' (Yri/i-)-, vidit- 'swift'; sidati (= sizdati) 'sits'; hid- 'be angry' 
(cp. Aims- 'injure'), c) u = uz in Udhd- 'borne' (Yva/i-); gQdhd- 'concealed' 

6. Vowels also appear lengthened under conditions other than those 
enumerated above (1 — 5). 

a. Final a i u are very frequently lengthened in the Samhitas before a 
single consonant owing to rhythmical predilections; from this use the lengthening 
of the vowels is extended to syllables which are reduplicative or precede 
suffixes 

b . For metrical reasons the length is in a few words shifted to another 
syllable. Thus didlhi often appears instead of the regular dxdihi\ and in 
virS-sdf 'ruling men', vtra-1' stands for vxra-. A similar explanation perhaps 
applies to cardtha- 'moving', beside cardtha-; and mdhXna- 'gladsome', beside 
mihifia-. 

c. The long vowel beside the short in the same stem appears in some 
instances to be due to vowel gradation; as in tvdt-pituras (TS.) 'having thee 
as a father', beside pitaras\ prthu-jclghana- 'broad-hipped', beside jaghana-

1 Before this -yd, the final of a-stems is 
sometimes lengthened, but probably not 
phonetically; see below 6 d. 

2 S e e WHITNEY o n A P r . i l l . 18. 
3 No lengthening takes place in the 

optative present of verbs of the 5TH or 8,H 

class, e. g. srnu-yanta (sru- 'hear'); nor in 
adverbs formed with -yd from »-stems; e.g. 
asu-ya 'swiftly'; amu-ya 'thus'. 

4 See above on r, p. 8, note 8. 
5 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 23. When ir stands 

for suffixal -is, it remains unchanged; e. g. 
havirbhis 'with oblations' (hav-is-), krwir-dat-i 
'saw-toothed'; -ur, with genuine u, remains 
short in urvara- 'field', urvi- 'wide', urviya 
'widely' (uru- 'wide'), urv-dst- 'desire', dur-

(for dus-) e. g. in dur-ga• 'hard to tra-
verse'. 

6 The lengthening of the augment in 
j ayunak, ayukta (^yj-) and arinak, araik 
j (y/ric-\ follows this analogy. 

7 The lengthening here probably started 
from that in Sandhi: cp. WACKERNAGEL 
1, 42. 

8 This appears to be the only kind of 
compensatory lengthening in the Vedic 
language. Cp. 17, I. 

9 On e and 0 for az az, see above, 15, a, b, 
a n d c p . WACKERNAGEL 1, 40 . 

10 S e e WACKERNAGEL I, 43. 
i ' Metrical shortening of a long syllable 
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'hip' ; Snu-sdk 'in continuous order", beside anu- 'along' as first member of a 
compound. 

d. T h e lengthening of the vowel in a certain number of instances appears 
to be due to analogy; thus the denominatives in -Sya beside -ay a from 
a-stems (e. g. rtayd- 'observe order*, beside rtaya-y, seem to follow the 
model of those in -lyati and -uyati, which would account for the fluctuation 
in quantity. Tlksna- 'sharp' (beside tigma-: tij- 'be sharp') and hallksna- (TS.) 
beside hallksna- (VS.), a kind of animal, appear to owe their f to the influence 
o f desideratives which in several instances have T (partly for older i) before ks. 
T h e reason for the a in tusnim 'silently' (tus- 'become quiet'), and in 
samnd- (VS.), otherwise sumrid- 'favour', is, however, obscure. 

18. Loss of v o w e l s . — V o w e l s are very rarely dropped in the language 
o f the Samhitas. Medial loss is almost entirely restricted2 to the isolated 
disappearance of u before v and m. That vowel is dropped at the end of 
the first member of a compound in anvartitA ( R V 1 . ) 'wooer' ( = anu-vartitd); 
dnvartisye (AV.) 'I shall follow'J; cHr-vadana- ( A V . Paipp.) 'of lovely aspect' 
(—» caru-vadana-) and c3r-vdc- ( A V . Paipp.) 'speaking pleasantly'4. T h e only 
example of the loss of a in this position seems to be til-pinja- ( A V 1 . ) a kind 
of plant, beside tila-pinji- (AV 1 . ) . T h e vowel u is further dropped before the 
m of the i pers. pi. pres. ending of the 5 t h (-««-) class, when the u is preceded 
by only one consonant, in krn-mahe and krn-mdsi ( A V . ) ' 'we do'. 

I n i t i a l vowels also occasionally disappear. T h e only vowel that is 
lost with any frequency is a, which is dropped in Sandhi after e and 0, 
according to the evidence of metre, in about one per cent of its occurrences 
in the R V . and about twenty per cent in the A V . and the metrical portions 
of the Y V . 6 In a few words its disappearance is prehistoric: in vi- 'bird'7 

(Lat. avi-), possibly in ni- 'in' (Greek evi)8, in phi- 'press'9, bhi-sdj-'° 'healer*. 
a is lost in tman-, beside a-tman-, but the reason has not been satisfactorily 
explained 1 1 . In va 'like', beside iva, the loss of i is probably only apparent: 
cp. va 'like' (Lat. vl ' o r ' ) " . Initial » seems to be lost, if the reading is not 
c o r r u p t , in imasi ( R V . 11. 3 1 6 ) b e s i d e us'masi ' w e d e s i r e ' (\fvas-). 

19. Contraction. — L o n g vowels and diphthongs are often the result of 
contraction in Sandhi ' 3 . T h e y have frequently a similar origin in the interior 
of words ' 4 . 

a. Contractions of a with a vowel or diphthong are the following: 
1. a often stands for a + a, a + a, or a + a; e. g. Aj-at, augmented 

i m p e r f e c t ( — a-aj-at); <id-a, r e d . p e r f . ( = a-ad-a); bharati, p r e s . subj . ( = bhara-

afi); ukthA'5, i n s t s i n g . ( = uktha-a)-, divas ' m a r e s ' , n o m . p i . ( = asvS-as); diiti, 

a o r . s u b j . ( = dA-ati); devftm, g e n . p i . ( — devd-3m). 

2 . e s t a n d s f o r a + t a n d S+t; e. g . asve, l o c . s i n g . ( = dsva-t); padi, 

(at the end of a tri$tubh-line), without inter-
change of quantity, appears in sirasu, loc. 
plur. of stra- 'stream'. 

< See below, Denominatives, 563, a. 
2 Apart from the syncopation of ä in low 

grade syllables: cp. 25, A I. 
.1 Cp. BÖHTLINGK, Z D M G . 39, 5 3 3 ; 44, 

492F.; cp. OLDENBERG 324. 
4 See BÖHTLINGK'S Lexicon s. v. Per-

haps also in jämbila- (MS.) 'knee-pan', if 
= jänU'Vila-. 

S Cp. DELBRÜCK, A I V . 174; v . NEGELEIN, 
Zur Sprachgeschichte des V e d a 60 (r-
Wurzeln). 

6 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, p. 324; OLDEN-

BERG, Z D M G . 44, 321 ff. (Der Abhinihita 
Sandhi im Rgvedal . 

7 Cp. 25, A I ; WACKERNAGEL I, 7 1 . 
» Cp. SCHMIDT, K Z . 26, 2 4 ; WACKER-

NAGEL 2«, p. 73. 
9 Op. cit. 2 1 , p. 71 (bottom). 
1 0 Op. cit. 2 ' , p. 72 (bottom). 
1 1 Op. cit. 1, p. 61 (top). 
1 2 Cp. op. cit. 1, 53 c, note ; ARNOLD, 

Vedic Metre, 129 (p. 78). 
'3 See below 69, 70. 
M See above 15, a 2. 
•5 T h e original inst. ending -a under the 

influence of this contracted form became - a ; 
cp. WACKERNAGEL I, p. 102, mid. 
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nom. acc. du. n e u t ( = padd-f); bhdves, opt. pres. ( = bhdva-Ts)-, yamé 'twin 
sisters', nom. acc. du. fern. ( = yamá-i). 

3. o stands for a + u\ e. g. óvocam, aor. of vac- 'speak* ( = dva-uc-am). 
4. ai stands for á + e and, in augmented forms, a + t; e. g. tásmai 'to 

him', dat. sing. mase. ( = tasma-e); devydi, dat. sing. fem. ( = devyá-e); dicchat, 
3. sing, impf ( = d-icchat); dirata, 3. pi. impf. ( = a-Trata) 'set in motion'. 

5 . au stands for a + ü in augmented forms; e. g. ducchat, 3. sing. impf. 
of vas- 'shine' ( = d-ucchat); auhat, 3. sing. impf. of üh- 'remove' ( = a-üA-at). 

b. Contractions of / with i or a are the following: 
1. T stands for i+i in the nom. acc. pi. neut of »'-stems; e. g. tri 'three' 

(= tri-i). 
2. t stands for i+i in weak forms of the perfect, when the reduplicative 

vowel is immediately followed by i (either original or reduced from y a); 
e. g. is-i'tr ( = i-is-i'tr from is- 'speed'); tj-é (= i-ij-¿ from yaj- 'sacrifice'). 

3. f stands for i + a in the inst. sing. fem. and the nom. acc. du. masc. fem. 
of stems in -i; e. g. mati (= mat!-3.) 'by thought'; pdtl 'the two lords' (•= pdti-H, 
cp. rlvij-a), sue-du. fem. 'the two bright ones' ( = iuci-a). 

4. f stands for i + S in compounds of dvi- 'two', ni 'down', prdti 'against', 
with the low grade of dp- 'water' : dvip-d- 'island'; nlp-d- 'low-lying* (K.)*; 
pratTpdm 'against the stream'2. 

5. 1 stands for i + a when reduplicative i is followed by the low grade 
form o f a root beginning with a : ipsa-ti (AV.) , desiderative of ap- 'obtain' 
(= t-ip-sa-)K A similar contraction takes place when initial radical a is long 
by position, in iks-ate 'sees' (cp. dks-i 'eye') and Iñkh-dyati 'swings' (cp. pari-
ahkhdyate 'may he embrace'). In ij-ate 'drives', beside dj-ati 'drives', the 
contraction to t of i+d is perhaps due to analogy4 . 

c. Contractions of u with u or a are the following: 
1. a stands for u + u in weak forms of the perfect when the reduplicative 

vowel is immediately followed by u (either original or reduced from va); 
e. g. Bc-e, 3 sing. mid. ( = u-uc-e) from uc- 'like'; Bc-úr (= u-uc-úr) from vac-
'speak'. 

2. a stands for u + a in the compound formed with dnu 'along* and the 
low grade of dp- 'water': anüp-d-4 'pond'. 

3. B stands for u + a in the nom. acc. du. masc. fem. of «-stems; e. g. buhé 
'the two arms' ( = bshú-a). 

4. B seems to stand for u + i in the nom. acc. pi. neuter of »-stems; 
e. g. vdsB (= vdsu-i), from vdsu- 'good' ; but the vowel may possibly be 
lengthened by analogy 5 , for the Pada text always has ». 

20. H i a t u s . — a. In the written text of the Sarphitás, hiatus is, as a 
rule, tolerated in diphthongs only, vowels being otherwise separated by 
consonants. It nevertheless appears: 

1. in Sandhi, when a final s y or v has been dropped before a following 
vowel; when final » ü e of dual endings are followed by vowels; when a 
remains after final e and 0; and in some other instances6; 

2. in compounds, when the final s of the first member has disappeared 
before a vowel; e. g. dyo-agra- 'iron-pointed' (ayas- 'iron'); pura-etr- 'leader* 
(puras 'before'); and when, by a Prakritism, y is lost in prd-uga- 'fore-part 
of the shaft' ( = prd-yuga-)-, 

» Cp. nif-ya- (VS.), 'lying at the bottom'. | 4 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 90 c, p. 104. 
* Cp. ahika- and pralika- 'face'. | 5 That is, of the a and i s tems; e. g. 
3 Cp. Samprasirana » and it for ya and bhadrh, in. 

va. | 6 See below, Sandhi 69—73. 
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3. in the simple word í/taü-1 'sieve* (probably from tams- 'shake'), by 
a loss of s, due most likely to borrowing from an Iranian dialect (where 
medial s would have become h, which then disappeared). 

b. 1. Though not written, hiatus is common elsewhere also in the 
Saiphitas The evidence of metre shows that_j» and v must often be pronounced 
as i and u, and that a long vowel or a diphthong has frequently the value 
of two vowels. When the long vowel or diphthong is the result of contraction, 
the two original vowels must often be restored, within a word as well as in 
SandhL Thus pinti 'they protect", may have to be read as pa-anti (=- pá-anti) 3, 
áñjan 'they anointed' as á-añjan\ jyéstha- 'mightiest' as jyá-istha- (= jyd-istha-
from jyi- 'be mighty'); áicchas as d-icchas 'thou didst wish'; aurnos as a-ürnos 
'thou didst open'4. 

2. Hiatus is further produced by distraction of long vowels5 which, as 
the metre shows, are in the Rgveda often to be pronounced as two short 
vowels. This distraction was doubtless originally due partly to a slurred 
accentuation which practically divided a syllable into two halves, and partly 
to the resolution of etymological contraction. From such instances distraction 
spread to long vowels in which it was not historically justified. It appears 
most often in a, especially in the gen. pi. in -am, also in the abl. sing, in 
-¿it, the nom. acc. pi. in -as, -asas of «-stems, in the acc. sing, in -elm of such 
words as abjdm. 'bom in the water'; and in many individual words6. Distraction 
is further found in the diphthongs of words in which it is not etymologically 
justified; as in the genitives vés 'of a bird', gos 'of a cow1, in tredhci 'threefold', 
nétr- 'leader', réknas- 'property*, sréni- 'row*; and in other words7. 

31. Svarabhakt i . — When a consonant is in conjunction with r or a 
nasal, a very short vocalic sound tends to be developed between them, and 
the evidence of metre shows that a vowel must often be pronounced between 
them. It is the general view of the Prátisakhyas8 that when an r precedes 
another consonant a vowel is sounded after it; according to some of them 
this also takes place after I or even after any voiced consonant. They call 
it svarabhakti or 'vowel-part', which they describe as equal to '/a, '/«» or l/2 

mora in length and generally as equivalent to a or e (probably = e) in sound. 

a. The metre of the RV. shows that an additional syllable is frequently 
required in words in which r either precedes or follows» another consonant; 
e. g. dars'atd- 'worthy to be seen' (quadrisyllabic); hidra-™, name of a god 
(very often trisyllabic); prá 'forth' (dissyllabic)". 

1 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 37 b, note. appearance of slurred accentuation: WACKJJR-
» S e e OLDENBERG, P r o l e g o m e n a 434FF.: I NAGEL 1, 4 7 . 

'Hiatus and Contraction'; ARNOLD, Vedic 8 RPr. vi. 13Í., VPr. iv. 16; T P r . XXI. 
Metre, chapter IV, p. 70 ff. (Sandhi), chapter v , 15 f . ; APr. I. 101 ff. 
p. 81 ff. (Syllabic Restoration). | 9 T h e vowel which has to be restored in 

J A s a rule, one vowel (including e and a) ' the gen. loc. du. termination -tros, which must 
is shortened before another: see OLDEN- always be read as a dissyllable, is not to 
BERG, op. cit., 465 ff.; 447 ff. > be explained as Svarabhakti, since -¡tiros is 

4 WACKERNAGEL 1, 46 b. the original ending. 
5 S e e OLDENBERG, o p . c i t . , 1 6 3 ff. ( V o c a l e 1 0 C p . OLDENBERG, Z D M G . 6 0 , 7 1 1 — 7 4 5 

mit zweisilbiger Geltung). (Die Messung von tndra, rudrá u. a.). 
6 See WACKERNAGEL I, 44. This is a very • ' There seem to be a few instances of a 

old phenomenon, as it is found in the Avesta Svarabhakti vowel being actually written: 
in the g e n . p l . and in other forms: OLDEN- íarásattfi, beside tras- ' t remble ' ; the secon-
BERG 1 8 1 ; W A C K E R N A G E L I, p. 50. dary derivative ivaitárTm, beside bvitrá- (AV.) 

7 WACKERNAGEL I, 46. This distraction 
of diphthongs is also pre-Vedic, parallels 
being found in the Avesta. Its use gradually 
decreases in the R V . and is lacking in the 
later Samhitas, doubtless owing to the dis-

white ' ; purufa- and purusa- 'man', probably 
for *pursa- ( W A C K E R N A G E L I, 51, cp. 52). 
T h e initial vowel of uloka-, which is commoner 
than ¡oka- 'world', has not yet been satis-
factorily explained; cp. op. cit. I, 52 d. 
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b. When a consonant is followed by «, n, or m, the same parasitic vowel 
often appears; e. g. yajha- (= yafna-) 'sacrifice'; gtui- (= g"nti-) 'woman'. It 
is, however, here frequent only as representing the second syllable after the 
caesura in tristubh and jagati verses; it rarely occurs at the beginning of such 
verses, and never at the end1 . 

VOWEL GRADATION. 

I. The Guna series: e o ar. 

22. A . L o w g r a d e : i u r . — I n the same root or stem the simple vowels 
i u r I are found to interchange2 with the respective high grade forms e o ar al* 
called Guna ('secondary form'?) by the native grammarians, according to the 
conditions under which the formative elements are attached. Beside these 
appear, but much less frequently, the long grade forms at au ar called Vfddhi 
('increase') by the same authorities. The latter regarded the simple vowels 
as the fundamental grade, which, from the Indian,point of view, these vowels 
often evidently represent: thus from Qrnav&bhi- (SB.) 'spider', we have the 
derivative formation aurnavabha- 'sprung from a spider'4. Comparative grammar 
has, however, shown that in such forms we have only a secondary application 
of an old habit of gradation derived from the IE. period, and that Guija5 

represents the normal stage from which the low grade form, with reduced 
or altogether lacking vowel6, arose in less accented syllables. This theory 
alone can satisfactorily explain the parallel treatment of Gu$a gradation 
(e o ar beside i u r) and Samprasarana gradation (ya va ra beside i u r), 
as in dis-tddi-d/s-a (dis- 'point out') and is-ta-, iyaj-a (ya/- 'sacrifice'). 
In other words, i u r can easily be explained as reduced forms of both 
Guna and Samprasarana syllables (as ending or beginning with i u r), while 
the divergent 'strengthening' of i u r, under the same conditions, to e o ar 
or ya va ra cannot be accounted for7. 

The interchange of Guna and simple vowel is generally accompanied 
by a shift of accent: Guna appears in the syllable which bears the accent, 
but is replaced by the simple vowel when the accent is transferred to the 
following syllable. This shows itself most clearly in inflexional forms; e. g. ¿-mi 
'I go', but i-mas 'we go'; ap-no-mi (AV.) 'I obtain', but ap-nu-tnas 'we obtain'; 
vardhaya, but vrdhaya 'to further*. Hence it is highly probable that change 
of accent was the cause of the gradation8. 

a. Long grade or Vrddhi: ai, au, ar. — Vfddhi is far more restricted 
in use than Gupa, and as it nearly always appears where Guna is to be 
expected, it may be regarded as a lengthened variety of it9 dating back to 
the IE. period. 

1 See O L D E N B E R G , Prolegomena, 3 7 4 , 

note. 
2 This interchange was already noticed 

by Yaska ; see Nirukta x. 17. 
3 The only root in which the gradation 

al-.l is found is kip-, cp. 14. It is employed 
in word-formation much in the same way 
as in verbal and nominal inflexion. 

4 See below a, 3 and cp. 2 5 B 2 ; W A C K E R -

N A G E L I, 5 5 , p. 6 2 , note (top). 
5 Both a and a represent the Gupa or 

normal stage in the gradation of the a-
vowels in many roots: see 2 4 ; W A C K E R -

NAGEL I, 55 b. 

j 6 The vowel sometimes disappears in the 
low grade of the u-series ('Schwundstufe') 
see 2 4 . 

7 C p . W A C K E R N A G E L I, 5 5 . 

8 Occasional exceptions, such as vfka-
'woir , are capable of explanation: cp. 
W A C K E R N A G E L I, 5 7 . 

9 'Dehnstufe'; cp. W A C K E R N A G E L I, 6 1 . 
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It is to be found i ) in strong forms of a few monosyllabic substantives, 
in the nom. sing, of sakhi- 'friend' and of stems in -r, and in the loc. sing, 
of stems in i and u: su-hitrd- 'good-hearted' (from hfd- 'heart'), dyau-s 'heaven' 
(from dyu-), gau-s ' cow' (from go-)', sdkhapita*-, agnd* (from agni- 'fire'J, 
aktdu (from aktu- 'night'); 2) before the primary nominal suffixes -a, -i, -ti, 
-tna, -man, -vana; e . g . sparh-a- 'desirable' ( Ysprh-); hfird-i- 'heart' (from hfd-); 
kdrs-i- (VS.) 'drawing" ( Y k r s - ) - , iraus-fi 'obedient' ( yjrus-); cyau-tna- 'stimulating' 
(Ycyu-); bhdrman- 'board' ( / M r - ) ; krirs-T-vana- (AV.) 'ploughman'; 3) in 
secondary nominal derivation, generally to form patronymics or adjectives 
expressive of connexion or relation4; e. g. gairiksita- 'descended from giri-ksif \ 
ausija- 'son of U i i f \ srautrd- 'relating to the ear" (s ' r J t ra - ) ; hair any a- 'golden' 
(,hiranya- 'gold'); 4) in the singular pres. of a few verbs of the second class 
and in the active j-aorist of roots ending in vowels: ksnau-mi 'I sharpen' 
( Yksnu-)\ mars-ti5 'he wipes' ( Y m T J : ) i yau-mi ( A V . ) 'I unite' ( Y } ' u ~ ) i a-jai-sam 
'I have conquered' ( ]//;'-); yau-s, 2 sing, 'ward off' ( Yy u~) > a-bhar-sam 'I have 
borne' ( Ybhr-). 

B. L o w g r a d e : T u tr.—The same Gupa and Vj-ddhi forms as a rule 
correspond to these long vowels as to their short forms i u r. Thus bht- 'fear': 
bi-bhay-a and bi-bhsy-a; hu- ' c a l l ' : ju-htiv-a\ tf- 'cross' : ia-tSr-a, beside 
tir-ate and -tlr-na- (just like sri- 'resort' : si-s'ray-a; sru- 'hear' : su-srhv-a; 
kr- 'do ' : ca-khr-a). Before consonants the roots prX- 'love', vl- 'desire', vT-
'impel', si- lie', ni- 'lead', bhx- 'fear', have Guija forms in e, the last two also 
Vfddhi forms in ai; but roots in a and f have avi b and ari as Gupa, Hvi 
and ari as Vj-ddhi, respectively; e. g. pa- 'purify', aor. pavi-sta and apavisur\ 
kf- 'scatter", aor. subj. kari-sat 1. 

a. I and a instead of Gun a. In a few verbs and some other words 
X and a are the old weak grade vowels (almost invariably medial) of e and 0, 
the length of which has been preserved by the accent shifting to them (while 
when not thus protected they have been shortened to t and u), and which 
as thus accented, sometimes appear instead of the Guija vowels. Thus i is 
found in ris-ant- 'injuring' ( — *rts-ant-), beside res a-, the low grade form of 
the radical syllable otherwise becoming ris- s. Similary gflhati 'hides' appears 
beside goh-a- 'hiding-place', the root being also shortened in guh-yate, etc.; 
dtts-ayati 'spoils', beside dos-a- and dosds- (AV.) 'evening', also dus-ti- (AV.) 
'destruction'; fih-ati 'removes', beside oh-a- 'gift'; mi 'now', na-tana- 'new', 
nB-nam 'now', beside nava- 'new', also nu 'now' (never at the beginning of a 
sentence); mas- 'mouse', beside mosatha 'ye rob', also musita- 'stolen'; yopa-
'post', besideyuyopa 'has infringed', alsoyupitd- (AV.) 'smoothed'; stii-pa- 'tuft', 
beside sto-ka- 'drop', also stu-pd- (VS.) 'tuft'9. 

b. In a few roots ending in v l°, the radical vowel I represents the low 

» W i t h loss of the final element, which 
however, remains in datives like tasmai, 
probably because the diphthong was here 
pronounced with a slurred accent: cp. 
W A C K E R N A G E L 1, 9 3 . 

1 W i t h loss of r, the preceding vowel 
having compensatory IE. lengthening (cp. 
WACKERNAGEL I, 61 c). In a few instances, 
the V f d d h i of the nom. sing, spread to other 
cases (cp. 25 B b 1); e. g. tar-as, nom. pi., 
from old nom. sing. *stir (beside slr-bhis). 

3 A l s o agnau, l ike the »-stems. 
4 See below 191. 
5 From the present the ar spread to i 

other forms, e. g. perf. mamarja (AV.). | 

6 T h e y have 0 in the intensive redupli-
cation only; e. g. sosu- : \'su-. 

7 C p . W A C K E R N A G E L I, 7 6 . 
8 T h e accentuation of i, the low grade of 

ya, is probably to be explained similarly in 
feminines l ike napti-s (masc ,napal-)\ shortened 
to nafii in voc.; cp. 19 b 3 and 29. 

9 T h e accentuation of u, the low grade of 
v& is probably to b e explained similarly in 
feminines l ike kadru-s (TS. B.) 'brown' (masc. 
iadru-m, TS. B.); shortened to u in voc., 
e. g. babhru; cp. WACKERNAGEL 1, 82. 

10 T h a t is, the original form would have 
i been ¡¡f- or tit- according as a vowel or a 
| consonant followed. 
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grade, but early began to supplant e; thus from div- 'play', beside didiva ( A V . ) , 
dev-ana- 'game of dice', occur div-yati, div-e and div-i dat. and loc. of div-
'game of dice'; from srlv- 'fail', beside SrevayatU-, srlvayati (AV.); but from 
mTv- 'push', only miv-ati etc.; from slv- 'sew*, only siv-yati etc. It is a peculiarity 
of these roots that Iv appears before vowels and y only, becoming yu or B 
before other consonants; thus dyu-ta- (AV.) 'play'; -mU-ta- 'impelled', mU-ra-
'dull', md-tra- (AV. VS.) 'urine'; syU-td- 'fastened', sa-ci- 'needle', stt-tra- (AV.) 
'thread'; sra- 'lead ball". 

II. The Samprasarana' series. 
a. Gradation of ya va ra. 

23. L o w grade: / u r\—In place of the accented syllables ya va ra 
(corresponding to the Guna vowels e 0 ar) appear the low grade vowels 
i u r* when the accent shifts to the following syllable in some fourteen 
roots, viz. yaj- 'sacrifice', vyac- 'extend', vyadh- 'pierce', vac- 'speak', vad-
'speak', vap- 'strew', vas- 'be eager', vas- 'dwell', vas- 'shine', vah- 'carry'; 
svap- ' s l e e p \ g r a b h - a n d g r a h - 'seize' ,pracch- (properly pras-) 'ask', vrasc- 'hew'; 
e. g. is-td- : yas-tave; us-masi : vds-ti; susup-vdtjts- : susvapa. 

a. Besides these, a good many other roots, in occasional verbal forms 
or nominal derivatives, show the same gradation in the radical syllable. 

1. /' appears in mimiksur: mimyaksa perf. of Yrnyaks--, vithi'tra- 'wavering', 
vithuryiti 'wavers', beside vyath-ate 'wavers'. 

2. u in uksant- 'growing': vavaksa 'has grown'; sus-ant-: svas-iti 'breathes'; 
ju-hur-as : kvar-ati 'is crooked'; ur-u- 'broad': comp. vdr-iyas-, superl. var-istha-; 
dur-: dvir- 'door'; dhurt-i- 'resounding': dhvan-i- (AV.) 'sound'. 

3. r in krpate 'laments': aor. akrapista-, grnalti ( A V . ) : g r a t h - i t a - 'tied'; 
-srth-ita-: srath-nati 'becomes loose'; rj-u- 'straight': raj-istha- 'stxaightest'; rbh-u-
'adroit': rabh-ate 'grasps'; drh-ya 'be firm' (impv.): drah-ydt 'firmly'; prth-u-
'broad':p r a t h - a t i 'spreads out'; bhrm-d- 'error': bhram-d- 'whirling flame'; 
a-ni-bhrs-ta- 'undefeated': bhras-at aor., bhras-td- (AV.) 'fallen'; mrd-u- 'soft': 
mrada 'soften' (impv.), nrtia-mradas- 'soft as wool'; srk-van-: srdk-va- 'corner 
of the mouth'. 

b. This gradation also appears in the stems of a few nouns and in certain 
nominal suffixes: dyu-bhis: dyav-i loc., dydu-s nom. 'heaven'; sun-\iva-, svdn-
Mog'; yftn- (•=yu-un-) \yuva-, yuvSn- 'youth'; catur-: catvftr• 'four'; the superlative 
and comparative suffixes -is-tha and -yas; the perf. part, suffix -us : -vat, 
-vams s . 

b. Gradation of ya va ra. 

24. Low grade: / u Yr. — Corresponding to the reduction of the short 
syllables ya va ra to the short vowels i u r , the long syllables ya va ra 
appear as 1 a ir ( = IE. r). 

1 T h e e t y m o l o g y o f t h i s w o r d i s , h o w -
e v e r , d o u b t f u l . C p . W A C K E R N A G E L I , 8 1 . 

' I n t h e t e r m i n o l o g y o f t h e n a t i v e g r a m m a -
r i a n s S a m p r a s a r a n a ( ' d i s t r a c t i o n ' ) d e s i g n a t e s 
t h e c h a n g e o f t h e s e m i - v o w e l o n l y t o t h e 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g v o w e l ( b u t s e e a l s o P a c i n i VI. 
1 , 1 0 8 ) . H e r e w e u s e t h e w o r d t o e x p r e s s 
t h e r e d u c t i o n o f t h e e n t i r e s y l l a b l e s ya va ra 
t o t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g v o w e l s i u r. 

3 T h o u g h r s e e m s i n v a r i a b l y t o h a v e 
r e s u l t e d f r o m t h e r e d u c t i o n o f G u p a o r 
S a m p r a s a r a n a s y l l a b l e s , t h e r e i s n o r e a s o n 

t o s u p p o s e t h a t e v e r y i a n d u h a s a s i m i l a r 
o r i g i n . O n t h e c o n t r a r y , i t i s m o r e l i k e l y 
t h a t I E . i a n d u h a v e b e e n p r e s e r v e d b y 
t h e s i d e o f t h e r e d u c e d v o w e l s a n d t h a t t h e 
G u n a g r a d e h a s i n m a n y i n s t a n c e s b e e n 
s u b s e q u e n t l y a d d e d t o o r i g i n a l i a n d » . 
C p . P E D E R S E N , I F . 2 , 3 2 3 , n o t e . 

4 T h i s r e d u c t i o n g o e s b a c k t o t h e I E . p r e -
t o n i c s y n c o p e o(eo: c p . W A C K E R N A G E L 1 , 6 2 
( p . 6 9 , m i d . ) . — O n t h e t w o f o r m s o f t h e r o o t s 
c p . a l s o N i r u k t a l l . 2 a n d M a h a b h a s y a 1, 1 1 2 . 

5 S e e W A C K E R N A G E L I , 6 3 . 
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a . r is found thus both in radical and suffixal syllables: 1. in jx-ta- (AV.) 
jx-yate (AV.) and ji-yate: -jyi- 'might', jyi-yas- 'stronger', ji-jya-sant- 'desiring 
to overcome'; 2. in the fem. suffix -I: kan-i-n2m (for kanX-nim) from kan-yh-
'girl'; in nom. acc., e. g. devi, devim, devis, beside -yS- in dat. abl. gen. loc. sing. 
devyai (= devyd-e), devyds (= devyd-as), dcvydm (-= devyi-am); 3. in the optative, 
either before or after the accented syllable, beside -yj-; e. g. bruv-x-ta and 
bharet (= bhara-X-t), but i-ya-t. 

b . U is found: 1. in forms of sad- 'put in order" ( = 'make palatable'), 
e. g. su-sOd-ati, sud-dyati, sam-sBd-a- (TS.) 'gum', beside forms and derivatives 
of svlld- 'enjoy', 'taste', e. g. svUda-tc, svitta-, svad-u- 'sweef; 2. in fem. 
nouns in -0 beside -v3 in d a t abL gen. loc. sing.; e. g. svas'rd- 'mother-in-law', 
d a t svasr-vai (AV., = svasr-vi-e), gen. svasfvtis (AV., = svasr-vfi-as), loc. 
¡vair-vim (= svasr-vi-am). 

c. Xr (= f ) is found in dxrgh-a- 'long', beside drigh-Xyas- longer' , drftgh-
istha- 'longest', dragh-man- 'length'. 

III. The a-series, 

a. Gradation of a. 

25. A. L o w grade: a or — Many roots and formatives have a in 
the Guija or normal stage. The reduction of r from ar or ra indicates 
that in low grade syllables this a would normally disappear. As a rule, 
however, it remains' , doubtless because its loss would in most cases have 
led to unpronounceable or obscure forms2. At the same time, the syncope 
takes place in a considerable number of instances: 

1. in v e r b a l f o r m s : ad- ' eat ' : d-ant- ( = old pres. pa r t ) 'tooth'; as- 'be': 
s-dnti, s-yfit, s-ant-, beside as-ti 'is'; gam- ' go ' : ja-gm-i'ir; ghas- ' eat ' : a-ks-art, 
3. pi. impf., g-dha (= ghs-ta), 3. sing. impf. mid., ja-ks-Xyat, perf. op t , beside 
ghas-a-t 'may he eat'; pat- 'fall': pa-pt-ima, pa-pt-ur, pa-pt-ivims-, perf., a-pa-pt-at, 
aor., besidepat-anti-, pad- 'go':pi-bd-a-mana-, red. pres. pa r t , pi-bd-and- 'standing 
firm', beside pad-yate 'goes'; bhas- 'chew': ba-ps-ati, 3 pi. pres., ba-ps-at-, pres. 
part., beside bhas-a-t 'may he chew'; sac- 'follow': sa-sc-ati, 3. pL red. pres., 
sa-sc-ata, 3. pi. impf. mid., sa-s'c-tr/, 3. pL perf. mid., beside sac-ante 'they 
accompany'; sad- 'sit": sid-ati (= st-zd-ati), 3. sing, pres., sed-ur (= sa-zd-tlr), 
3. pi. perf., beside a-sad-at 'he sat'; han- strike':ghn-anti, 3. pi. pres., beside 
han-ti 3. sing. 

2. in nominal derivatives: ghas- ' ea t ' : a-g-dhad- (TS.) 'eating what is 
uneaten' ( = a-ghs-ta-ad'-), sa-g-dhi (VS.) 'joint meal' ( = sa-ghs-ti-); bhas-
'chew': a-ps-u- 'foodless'; pad- 'walk': upa-bd-a-, upa-bd-i- 'noise' (lit. 'tread'); 
tur-iya- 'fourth' ( = *ktur-iya-) : catur- 'four1; napt-i- 'granddaughter' : ndpit-
'grandson'. 

3. in s u f f i x e s : -s- for -as- in bhx-s-A, inst sing.: bhiy-ds-3 'through fear'; 
sXr-s-an-: sir-as- 'head'; -s for -as in the abL gen. sing, ending of stems in i u o\ 
e. g. agni-s, vlsrto-s, go-s. 

B. Long g r a d e : a.—The Vrddhi corresponding to the a which represents 
the Gupa stage is 3. It appears: 

a. in the root: 
1. in primary nominal derivation: thus psd- 'foot1: pad-, bd- 'walk'; r&j-

1 See WACKERNAGEL I, 70. 
2 When a is followed by n or m, the 

syllables an and am, if preceded by a con-
sonant, usually lose the nasal before mutes; 
e. g. han- strike' : ha-thas 2. du. pres.; gam-

Indo-arische Philologie. I. 4. 

' go ' : ga-ta-; dyu-mänt-, inst sing, dyu-mal-ä; 
nä-man-, inst. pi. nama-bhis. The a in such 
low grade syllables is generally regarded as 
historically representing the sonant nasal n : 
cp. WACKEJLNAGEL I, 66. 

2 
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'king': raj-, rj- 'direct'; vac- 'voice': vac-, uc- 'speak'; kstis, nom., ksiim, acc., 
'earth' : ksam-, ism--, nabh- 'well' : ndbh-as, abh-rd- (abh- = nbh-) 'cloud'. 
Also before primary suffixes: dp-as: dp-as 'work'; vfis-as 'garment': vas-, us-
'wear1; vdh-as 'offering1: vah-, uh- 'convey'; vds-tu 'abode' : vas-, us- 'dweli'. 
Perhaps also piith-as 'place*: path- 'path''. 

2. in secondary nominal derivation; e. g. kanvd- 'descended from Kanva'; 
vapus-a- 'marvellous': vap-us- 'marvel*. 

3. in the active of the j-aorist: thus a-cchant-s-ur: chand-, chad- (= chnd-) 
'appear'; a-yam-s-am, 1. sing, \yam-, ya- (= ym-) 'stretch'; sak-s-ama, also mid. 
sak-s-i, sak-s-ate: sah- 'overcome' 

b. in the suffix of nominal stems: 
1. in the nom. sing. masc. of stems in -matit and -vant, and throughout 

the strong cases of stems in -an, of mahat- 'great', and of ndpat- 'grandson': 
thus dyu-miin 'brilliant' \ dyu-mdnt-, dyu-mdt- (= -mnt-); re-vdn 'rich': re-vdnt-, 
re-vat- (= vnt-)ij rflj-a, acc. rJj-an-arn 'king': r/ij-an-, rJj-ii-, rdj-a- («= raj-n-/, 
mah-an, acc. mah-Ant-am; ndpat, acc. ndpat-am. 

1. in the nom. acc. pi. neuter of stems in -an and -as and of one in 
-ant-, thus mi ma4 'names': liftman, niima- (= ndmn-)-, mdnams-i 'minds': mdn-as; 
sfitit-i: s-dnt- 'being'. 

c . in anu- as first member of a compound in anu-sdk and anukatn 
'continuously': otherwise anu-. 

b. Gradation of a. 

26. L o w g r a d e : i.— The vowel a is not always the long grade vowel: 
in a number of roots it represents Guna. The low grade of this a is 
normally /'; it sometimes, however, appears as f, owing to analogy5, and, 
especially with a secondary accent, as a. Thus sthi-td- : stha-s 'thou hast 
stood'; dhi-ta-: dd-dha-ti 'places'; pu-ni-hi\pu-nA-ti, from pu- 'purify'; gdh-ana-
'depth', gdh-vara- (AV.) 'hiding-place' -.gdh ate 'plunges'. 

a. The low grade vowel disappears: 1. in roots ending in a before 
vowel terminations; in the weak forms of the reduplicated present base of 
da- 'give' and dha- 'put', before all terminations;' and in the weak form of 
the suffix -na- in the ninth class before vowel terminations; thus in the perf. 
of da-: dad-dthur, dad-atur-, dad-d, dad-ur\ dad-/; in the pres. of dha-: dadh-
mdsi; beside pu-nfi-ti 'he purifies', pu-n-anti 'they purify*. Similarly from ha-
'forsake' occurs, in the opt. pres., the form jah-yat (AV.). 

2. in the final member of compounds formed with the perf. part, 
passive of da- 'give', and da- 'cut', or with a substantive in -ti- from da- 'give': 
devd-tta-, a name ('given by the gods'); ava-tta- (VS.) 'cut off'; pdri-tta- (VS.) 
'given up'; d-prati-tta- (AV.) 'not given back'; bhdga-tti- 'gift of fortune'; 
maghd-tti- 'gift of presents'; vdsu-tti- 'gift of wealth' (beside vdsu-dhiti- 'bestowal 
of wealth': dhi-). Also in agni-dh'fire-placer*, a kind of priest7. 

» Cp. AUVRECHT, BB. 14, 33; WACKER- 5 That is, under the influence of « as 
NAGEL I, 72 (p. 79, bottom). low grade of ai which before consonants 

2 Op. cit. I, 72 b i (p. 80). appears as a, as in gî-tâ- beside gà-thâ , 
3 The long vowel in these nominatives from gai- 'sing', pres. gay-a/i; cp. 27 a. 

is to be accounted for by IE. compensatory : 6 Cp. agtu-dhâna- 'fire-place' ; in VS. 
lengthening (-matt = mant-s, etc.); in the 1 agttiilh- appears instead, as if 'fire-kindler' 
following examples it has spread from the ' (from idh- 'kindle'). 
nominative to other cases. I 7 For a few other examples (which are 

4 Such neuter plurals were in origin prob- i doubtful) of the loss of the low grade vowel 
ably feminine singular collectives: cp. BRUG- in the final member of compounds, see 
MANN, KG. 481 ; WACKERNAGEL I, 73 and 95. WACKERNAGEL I, p. 82 (mid.). 
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I V . T h e ai and au series. 

a. Gradation of ai. 

27. L o w grade: /. — As the final of roots and in suffixes X is graded 
with ai (as with ya'), which appears as ay- before vowels and as 3- before 
consonants2. T h e roots in which this gradation is found are stated by the 
Indian grammarians in five different forms. They are: 

a. 1. roots given with -ai- (because their present base appears as -ay-a): 
gai- ' s ing ' \gX-td-, gx-ya-mana-, b e s i d e gdy-ati ' s ings ' , -gdy-as ' s o n g ' , a n d ga-s-i, 

1. sing. aor. mid., ga-thd- 'song'; pyai- 'swell' :pt-na-, beside pydy-ate-, srai- 'boil ' : 
srT-nd-ti, s'rl-ta-, b e s i d e srdy-ati, s'rS-ia-. — 2 . wi th -ay--, cay- ' o b s e r v e ' : cikx-hi 

( A V . ) , beside cdy-amana-, ciy-u- ' respect fu l ' .—3. with -e-\ dhe- ' s u c k ' : dhx-ta-, 
beside dhdy-as 'drink', dhay-u- 'thirsty', and dha-tave 'to suck', dha-n't- (AV.) 
'sucking'. — 4. w i t h - J - : pa- 'dr ink ' : px-ta-, pi-ti- 'drink', beside pay-ayati, caus., 

pay-ana- ' c a u s i n g t o dr ink ' , a n d a-pa-t, aor. , pd-tave; ra- ' g i v e ' : ra-rX-thas, 

2. sing, injv., beside ray-d 'with wealth', and rd-sva, impv., rd-m, a c c . — 5 . with -T-: 
nX- ' l e a d ' : nX-ta-, beside nSy-a- 'leader', and -na-tha- ( A V . ) 'help' ; pT- 'revile': 

J>i-yati, px-ya-tmi- and px-y-u- 'reviler', beside pay-u- (VS.) 'anus'; prT- l o v e ' : 
prX-nd-ti, prX-ta-, b e s i d e prdy-as-e3; si-4 ' l ie ' ; -si-van- ' lying*, b e s i d e a-say-aia, 

3. sing. 5 
b. This gradation also occurs in the final of dissyllabic bases: thus 

grabhx-sta, a-grabhx-t, grbhX-td-, b e s i d e grbhay-ati ' s e i z e s ' 6 ; a n d in t h e b a s e o f 

the ninth class: grbhnX-ta, 2. pi., beside grbhnd-ti. 
c . It is also found in the s u f f i x e s -ethe -ete and -ethUm -etam o f the 

2. 3. du. mid. of the «-conjugation, which can only be explained as containing 
itJie Jte and tfhatn Uam, with weak grade X corresponding to the accented 
a o f dthe dte and dtham Atam of the non-thematic conjugation (and parallel 
to the -I- o f the optative beside -ya-7). 

b. Gradation of au. 

a8. L o w grade: 0. — As the final of roots a is graded with au (parallel 
with z/iZ8), much in the same way as »with ai, appearing as av before vowels, 
a before consonants'; but the certain examples are few. Thus dha-nS-ti 
'shakes', dhii-ti- 'shaker', dha-ma- 'smoke', beside dhdv-ati 'runs', dhd-rH-
'stream'; dhu-ta- 'washed', beside dhdv-ati 'washes'. But here au appears 
before consonants as well as a; thus dhau-tarX- 'shaking', beside dha- 'shake'; 
and dhau-ti- 'spring', dhau-ta- (SV.), beside dhdv-ati 'washes'. Similarly gd-tn 

1 See above 24. to this e that ay- sometimes appears instead 
2 ai appears only in the s-aor., as nai-s-ta, of ay- in some of the above verbs; as 

2. pi., m- 'lead', owing to the analogy of pray-as- 'enjoyment', from \pri-; ray-i- 'wealth', 
forms like a-jai-s-ma, from ji- 'conquer'. from \/rd-; idy e, 3. sing., from ii- 'lie'. 

3 Occurs R V . IV. 21 7 (Pp. pra ayase (and is 6 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 79 b (p. 89). 
explained by BOHTLINGK (pw.) as = prayase. 7 Op. cit. 1, 79 c (p. 89). 

4 Perhaps also in iT- ' fall ' : iiyate (AV.), 8 See above 24 b. 
beside sata-yati 'cuts off ' , which may be a 9 Similarly in the R V . the -au of duals and 
denominative from *sa-ta- 'fallen'. Cp. of asfau 'eight' normally appears as av before 
WHITNEY, Roots, under \!at- and yl Ji-; vowels and a before consonants in Sandhi. 
WACKERNAGEL 1, 79 a i (p. 88). The nominatives in a of -r stems and -an 

5 In some of the above roots e appears stems, e. g. mala, sva 'dog' , are probably 
instead of a before consonants; e. g. ce-ru- due originally to the loss of the final r and 
'devout', beside cay-it--, pe-ru- 'causing to « before consonants in the sentence, then 
drink', beside pay-ana-; dhe-nu- 'milch cow', becoming the regular form everywhere. 
dhi-na- id . ; sf-se, beside a-say-ata-, nt-tf-. Conversely aj/du has become the only in-
beside nay-a-; sle-na- ' thief ' , beside slay-u- j dependent form in the A V . , afta- appearing 
(VS.) id., and stay-dnt- (AV.) ' furtive'; sena- only as first member of a compound. Cp. 
missile', beside say-aka•. It is, perhaps, due WACKERNAGEL I, 94, 95. 

2* 
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and gii-s, acc., beside gdv-as, nom. pi., but gau-s, nom. sing., ' cow'; and dya-m, 
acc. sing., beside dy&v-as, nom. pi., but dydu-s, nom. sing., 'heaven'. 

V . Secondary shortening of 1 u r. 

29. L o w grade: / u r. — Owing to the shift of the accent from its 
normal position in a word to its beginning, the low grade vowels 1 a tr ur (=/) 
are often further shortened to i u r in compounds and reduplicated forms. 
A pre-tonic syllable thus acquires a post-tonic position, where the force of the 
accent is w e a k e s t It is the same cause which shortens final weak grade I 
and u in the vocative singular; e. g. dfai, nom. devi; svasru, nom. svasrns1. 
This shortening often appears in: 

a. compounds2: 
1. those in which the final member is derived with -ta- and -/»-, 

the accent being regularly thrown back on the first member 3 : thus a-ni-si-ta-
'restless', tii-si-ta- (TS. B.) 'night', from si 'lie'; prd-si-ti- 'onset', beside sfiy-aka-
'missile'4; su-su-ti- 'easy birth', beside sati-ki- (AV.) 'lying-in woman'; a-str-ta-
'unconquered', d-ni-str-ta- 'not overthrown', beside stir-na-, from sir- 'strew'5; 
A-huti- 'invocation', otherwise -ha-ti- in sd-hati- 'joint invocation', deva-hoti-
' invocation of the gods', and other compounds. 

2. those in which the final member is a root in t 6 or u with or 
without the suffix -/; e. g. dhi-ju- 'thought inspiring', beside ja- 'hastening*, 

ja-td- ' impelled'; very often -bku-, beside bku-, as in d-pra-bhu- 'powerless', 
vi-bhu- 'mighty"; ni-yu-t- 'team', beside yu- 'unite' (as in ya-thd- 'herd'). 

3. those in which the final member is formed with other suffixes; 
thus madhyan-di-na- 'midday', su-di-na- 'bright", beside di- 'shine"; su-su-mdni-
'very stimulating", beside sB-td- 'impelled'; also in tuii-gr-a- and tuvi-gr-i-
'much devouring', beside sarn-gir-a- (AV.) 'devouring', as r here = r1. 

4. some Bahuvrlhis (in which the first member is normally accented) 8 ; 
thus brhad-ri- 9 'possessing much wealth' (rat-); try-udh-ati- 'having three udders', 
beside adh-an- 'udder'. 

b. reduplicated forms10 in which accentuation of the reduplicative 
syllable, especially in the third class and one form of the aorist, counteracts 
the normal accent of the verb; thus from di- 'shine', are formed dl-di-hi, 
2.sing.impv., di-di-vtims-, perf. part., di-di-vi- 'shining", beside di-paya- (causative) 

* Cp. 23. 
2 The application of this shortening pro-

cess becomes obscured, on the one hand 
because the phonetically shortened vowel 
has found its way into accented final 
members of compounds as being character-
istic of the end of a compound; while, on the 
other hand, i u tr ¡¡r ( = r ) for the most part 
have remained unchanged, even when the 
accent has shifted, because of the influence of 
the uncompounded word; e. g. su-suta- 'well-
begotten', pra-sula- 'impelled'; a-iu/i- 'inten-
tion'; rta-dhiti- 'truly adored'; pra-turti-
'onset'. 

3 That this is the cause of the shortening 
is shown by the fact that the < of the inst 
sing, of derivatives in -ti appears as i only 
when such words are componnded: e. g. 
pra-yukti 'with the team'. Cp. WACKZRNAGEL 
I, 84. 

4 Cp. 27, note 5. 

j 5 The secondarily shortened form of the 
t past part, slr-ta- is not found as an in-
j dependent word in theRV.; it first appears 
in later texts. 

6 An example of the shortening of I is 
perhaps adhi-kfi-t• 'ruler', ksl- being according 
to J. SCHMIDT, Pluralbildung4i9, the original 
weak form of the root; cp. WACKEKNAGEL 
1, 83 b. 

7 Cp. KRETSCHMEK, K Z . 31, 3 9 7 ; WACKEI-
N A G E L I , 8 3 C . 

8 See accentuation of compounds, 90. 
9 Occurring only in the dat. sing. l>rhad-

raye, beside ray-i, dat. of rai- "wealth'. 
10 On the shortening of the radical syllable 

in some verbs of the fifth and the ninth 
classes, ji-no-fi, beside ji-ra- 'lively', du-no-ti 
'bums', beside du-na- (AV.); ju-na-ti'impels', 
besidtju-ta-\ pu-na-ti 'purifies', besidepu-ia-, 
see WACKEKNAGEL I, 85, note (bottom). 
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•kindle'; from dhT- 'think', di-dhi-ma, 1. pL perf., di-dhi-H- 'devotion', beside 
dhl-ti- 'thought'; from kf- 'commemorate', car-kr-se, intv., car-kr-tl- 'praise', 
b e s i d e iXr-ti- 'pra ise ' ; frompf- fill', pi-pr-tam, 3. du., b e s i d e pur-na- a n d pOr-ta-. 

Such shortening often occurs in red. aor., e. g. bx-bhis-a-thSs, 2. sing. mi<L, 
beside vi-bhis-ana- 'terrifying'. It is also found in a few nouns; e. g. si-si-ra-
( A V . ) 'coolness ' , b e s i d e sX-ta- ' c o l d ' ; tu-tu-ma- beside ta-ya- ' strong' 

The Consonants. 

30. Doubling of consonants. — All consonants, except r h I, Anusvara, 
and Visarjanlya, can be doubled, and the distinction between double and 
single consonants is known to the Pratisakhyas as well as to Panini. Aspirates 
are, however, nearly always written double by giving the first in the unaspirated 
form. A double consonant2 is pronounced by the organs of speech dwelling 
longer on it than on the single sound. Within words3 a double consonant 
appears: 

r. as the result of the contact of the same consonants or the assimilation* 
o f different ones ; e. g. cit-td- ' p e r c e i v e d ' ( = cit-ta-)-, uc-ca- 'high' ( = ud-ca-); 
bhet-tr- 'breaker ' ( = bhed-ir-); an-na- ' f o o d ' ( = ad-na-). 

a. in a few onomatopoetic words: akhkhalx-krtya 'shouting'; ciccika- a kind 
o f b i r d ; kukkutd- ( V S . ) ' c o c k ' ; tittiri- ( V S . ) a n d tittiri- ( T S . B.) 'quai l ' ; pippaka-
(VS.) a kind of bird. 

3. in the case of the palatal aspirate, which regularly appears as cch 
between vowels (though often written as ch in the Mss.), for it always 
makes the preceding vowel long by position and is derived from an original 
conjunct consonant5. Some forms of khid- 'press down', are doubled after a 
v o w e l in the T S . {akkhidat, d-kkhidra-\ a-kkhidatd, pari-kkhidatt). In the T S . 6 

bh appears doubled in pari bbhuja. In a school of the White Yajurveda 
initial v was regularly doubled'. 

4. when final n is doubled after a short vowel if followed by any vowel 
sound8. 

a. In the Mss., when double consonants are preceded or followed by another con-
s o n a n t ^ one of them is frequently dropped, because in such consonantal groups there 
was no difference in pronunciat ion between single and double consonants. Hence the 
VPr. (VI. 27) prescribes a single t in k;attra- 'dominion ' ( = ifad-tra-), and in sattra-
'sacrificial session' ( = sad-tra-). Such shortening is further presupposed by the analysis 
of the Pada texts in hr(dydyotah (AV. I. 221) and hT\dydy6iattah fAV. v. 20IA) as hr-dyotah 
and hr-dy6tanah\ in ta(d)dydm (AV. iv. 196) as tat yam (instead of tat dyam)\ and in 
upastha-, which appears in the RV. Pada as ufa-stha• instead of ufas-stha-, if GRASSMANN'S 
suggestion is r igh t 1 0 . In some instances this reduction is IE., as in sa/ra- (IE. setlo-)*'. 

1 On variations in cognate forms between 
i u r and T u r in some other words see 
WACKERNACEL "I, 86. 

* Sometimes a single s represents the 
double sound, as in a si ' thou art ' (— as-si); 
apasu (RV. VIII. 4M), loc. pi. of apas- ' ac t ive ' ; 
amhasit (AV.), loc. pi. of amhas- 'd is t ress ' ; 
jo-fi ' thou shalt taste ' (Jus-); probably also in 
gAJ-fUfrom ¿r/iuf- 'sound'j , in uf-as, gen sing., 
acc. pi. of u{-, weak stem of u/-as- ' dawn ' 
(for *ufpas), possibly in usr- ' dawn ' (for 
*uss-r-). As the single s in such forms is • 
shown by cognate languages also, it seems 
here to be pre-Vedic, and the double ss in 
forms like rajas-sti, loc. pi., is probably an 
Indian innovation. T h e change of /f to if, 

as in aviisat (AV.) — *dvis-}at, aor. of dvis-
'ha te ' , is also an Indian innovation. 

3 On double consonants in Sandhi , see 
below 77. 

4 T h e evidence of the Avestan formvfriltka-
shows that the double consonant in vrkka-
(AV. VS.) 'kidney' is due to assimilation. 

5 See below 40; WACKERNAGEL I, 133. 
6 See TPr. x iv. 8. 
7 See WEBER, Abh. d. Berliner Ak. d. 

Wiss. I871, p. 83 f. 
8 See below 46; cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 

2 7 9 a. 
9 C p . R O T H i n Z D M G . 48, 1 0 2 f. 
10 See his Lexicon, s. v. upastha-. 
" See WACKERNAGEL I, 98 b, note. 
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Mutes. 

31. Modes of articulation. — There are 20 mutes (or 22 counting I l k 
among the cerebrals), which comprise a tenuis, an aspirate tenuis, a media, 
and an aspirate media in each of the five groups of gutturals, palatals, cerebrals, 
dentals, and labials (4). These four modes of articulation are initially and 
medially liable to but little variation except when they come into contact 
with other mutes or with following sibilants. 

1. T h e tenues regularly represent IE. tenues; e. g. cakra- 'wheel', Gk. 
K'jKho-s-, pitr- 'father', Gk. naTTjp, Lat. pater. 

2. T h e mediae regularly represent IE. mediae; e. g. gdcchati, Gk. faaKsi; 
rhj- 'king', Lat. rig--, mad-ati 'is drunk', Lat. mad-et. There are a few 
instances in which a media appears in place of an older tenuis: gulphd- (AV.) : 
kulpha- 'ancle'; arbhaga- 'youthful ': arbhakd- 'little'; tuj-: tuc-, tokd- 'offspring'; 
dn-ava-prgna- 'undivided': pre- 'mix'; girikd- (MS.) : kirika- (VS.) 1 a kind of 
demon. These examples may be due to popular dialects, in which tenues 
largely became mediae2 . In a few derivatives the media g appears instead 
of k before the tt m v of suffixes owing to the influence of Sandhi: e. g. vag-nu-
'sound', from vac- 'speak', but rck-nas- 'wealth', from ric-; s'ag-md- 'helpful', 
from sak-, but ruk-md- 'gold', from rue- 'shine1; vag-vin- (AV.) 'eloquent', from 
vak 'speech', but tak-va- 'swift1, from tak- 'hasten'. 

3. T h e evidence of cognate languages shows that the Vedic aspirate 
tenuis in a large number of instances is original, and it is highly probable 
that it is the regular representative of IE. aspirate tenuis. T h e following are 
examples in which mutes of this character are inheritedJ: 

a. khan- 'dig'; kha- 'spring'; khdd-ati 'chews'; nakha- 'nail'; makha- ' lively'; 
mukha- 'mouth'; sankhd- (AV.) 'shell'; sakhi- 'companion'. 

b. ch — IE. skh, e .g . in chid- 'split'; = IE. sk in inchoative gdcchati 'goes', 
ucchati 'shines'. 

C. th = th in sas-thd- (VS. A V . ) 'sixth'; sthtv-ati (AV.) 'spits'. 
d. th* in dtha 'then'; athari- 'tip'; atharvan- 'fire-priest'; artha- 'use'; 

granth- 'knot';path- 'way';prth-1'1- 'broad';prdth-as 'breadth'; prothat- 'snorting'; 
math- 'stir'; mith- 'alternate'; ya-thi 'as'; rat ha- 'car'; vyathate 'wavers'; snath-
'pierce'. Further in the various suffixes -tha\ forming primary nouns; e. g. 
uk-tha- 'praise', ga-tha- f. ga-tha- 'song'; as -atha in svas-dtha- 'hissing'; 
forming ordinals: catur-tha- (AV.) 'fourth'; sapta-tha- 'seventh'; forming 2. sing, 
perf.: dada-tha 'thou gavest', vit-tha 'thou knowest'; forming 2. pi. pres.: bhava-
tha 'ye are'; also in -thas o f 2. sing, mid., e. g. a-sthi-thas ' thou hast stood'. 

e. ph in phala- 'fruit'; phAla- 'ploughshare'; sphar- and sphur- 'jerk'; 
spha(j)- 'grow fat'. 

4. T h e aspirate media, which represents the same IE. sound, is a 
media combined with h. This is proved by the express statements of the 
Pratisakhyas5; by the fact that Ih — dh is written with the separate letters 
/ and h\ and by the change of h following a media to an aspirate media 
(as tad dhi for tad hi). 

a. In two or three words an aspirate media interchanges with an aspirate tenuis: 
nadhamana- 'praying', nadhita- 'distressed', beside nithiia- 'distressed' (where th is probably 
due to the influence of -tiatha• 'help'); adha and atha 'then'6; uifangadhi- (VS.) and 
nifanga/hi- (TS.) 'scabbard'. 

1 For some doubtful instances of media sprachliche tenuis aspirata dentalis im ari-
representing IE. tenuis, see WACKERNAGEL schen, griechischen und lateinischen' by 
I, 100 b, p. 117, note. ! L c . ZUBATY in KZ. 31, I — 9 . 

3 Op. cit. lox. 5 RPr. xiu. 2. 5 ; TPr. II. 9. 
4 A complete list of Vedic and Sanskrit 6 There seem to have been a few IE. 

words containing th in his article 'Die ur- doublets of this k ind: seeWACKERNAGEL 1,103. 
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32. Loss of aspiration. — Aspiration is lost when there is another 
aspirate in the same syllable or at the beginning of the next in roots \ Hence 

a. initial aspiration is lost: 1. in the reduplicative syllable: e. g. ja-
ghtln-a (han-,ghan- 'strike'); ca-cchand-a (chand- 'please'); da-dha-ti (dha- 'put'); 
par-phar-at (phar- 'scatter'?). But when the reduplication consists of two 
syllables, the rule does not apply; e. g. ghani-ghan-at, intv. part of han-
(beside jdn-ghn-at), ghanii-ghan-d- 'fond of striking"; bhari-bhr-at, intv. part, 
of bhr- 'bear'. Loss of aspiration, however, began, even in the RV.2, to 
spread from monosyllabic to dissyllabic reduplication; thus a-paril-phan-at, 
intv. part, of phan- 'bound*. — 2. in the following words, according to the 
evidence of cognate languages: kumbha- 'pot'3; gadh- 'attach'; gabhas-ti- 'arm'; 
guh- 'conceal'; grdh- 'be greedy*; grha- 'house'; grabh- 'seize'; jamhas 'gait'; 
jangha- 'leg'; jaghdna- 'buttock'; dabh- 'harm'; dak- 'burn'; dih- 'besmear*; 
duh- 'milk'; duhitf- 'daughter'; drahyat 'strongly'; druh- 'injure'; bandh- 'bind'; 
babhrti- 'brown'; badh- 'distress'; bihu- 'arm'; budh- 'awake'; budhna- 'bottom'; 
brh- 'be great'. It is probable also in dagh- 'reach': bamh- Tje firm'; badhira-
'deaf'; ba/iri-, bahula- 'much'; bradhnd- 'pale red'; brahman- 'devotion'. 

b. Final aspiration is often lost4. 1. When this occurs before suffixal s, 
orignal initial aspiration is lost in some cases; thus from guh- 'hide', desid-
3. du. ju-guk-sa-tas; grdh- 'be eager': grtsd- 'dexterous'; dabh- 'harm': desid. 
dip-sa-ti, dip-su- 'intending to hurt'; dah- 'bum': impv. dak-si, aor. part, daksat-, 
daksu- and daksus- 'flaming'; duh- 'milk': aor. a-duksat, duksas, etc., des. part 
duduksan*; bhas- 'chew': bap-sati, part bdps-at-; gkas- 'eat' \jak-siyit, perf.opt.; 
has- 'laugh': part jdks-at-; also in the word drap-sa- 'drop'6. 

But in some of the above and in analogous forms with s, the original 
initial aspirate remains; thus from guh-, aor. aghuksat; dah- : dhaksi, part. 
dhdksat-, fut. part, dhaisydn; duh- : aor. adhuksat, dhuksan, etc. 2. impv. 
dhuk-sva\ badh- 'distress': bx-bhat-su- 'loathing'; budh- 'awake': aor. a-bhut-s-i. 

2. When the loss of final radical aspiration is due to any other 
cause than suffixal s, the original initial aspirate regularly remains; thus from 
dah-, aor. a-dhak-, budh- 'waken': nom. -b/iut 'waking'; dha- 'put': dhat1, 
3. sing., dhat-thas, a-dhat-tam, etc.; and in the latter verb always before s 
also: dhat-se, dhat-sva, desid. dhit-sati. 

c. On the other hand, there is no loss of aspiration in the root if an 
aspirate follows which belongs to a suffix or second member of a compound; 
e. g. vibhu-bhis 'with the Vibhus'; proth-atha- 'snorting'; dh/fstha- 'giving most' 
(dhft-istha-); ahi-han- 'serpent-slaying'; garbha-dhi- 'breeding-place'. The only 
exceptions8 are the two imperatives bo-dhi 'be' (for *bho-dhi» instead of *bha-
dhi) and ja-h! (for *jha-hi) from hart- 'strike'10. 

1 Except when the second aspirate belongs 
to a suffix or second member of a com-
pound, see below c. 

2 Later this became the rule. 
J Initial aspiration has perhaps been lost 

also in iakh<i- 'branch', and in the roots 
stigh- 'mount', and stambh- 'make firm'. 
C p . WA C K E R N A G E L 1, 1 0 5 a . 

4 This may also be the case in the roots 
bhuj- 'bend', chid- 'split', chad• 'cover' , dhraj-
'sweep': op. cit I, 105 b, note. 

5 These forms from dah- and duh- almost 
always appear in the Pada text with dh, 
doubtless because from the time of the 
BrShmanas this initial aspiration had become 
the rule; cp. BENFEY, G G A , 1873, p. i8f . 

6 IE. dhrebh- 'coagulate'. 
7 For dhadh-t. 
8 Forms like bud-dha• for budh-ta can 

hardly be regarded as exceptions since 
the aspiration is assumed by the suffix 
instead of reappearing in the initial of the 
root. 

9 Here bho- is a Prakritic contraction for 
bhava-. 

1 0 Also vidatha- 'feast', if correctly derived 
from vidk- 'worship'; on this word see M A X 

M O L L E R , S B E . 3 2 , 3 5 0 ; F O Y , K Z . 3 4 , 

2 2 6 ; BLOOMFIELD, J A O S . 19, 2 , 1 2 ff.; 
GELDNER, Z D M G . 5 2 , 7 3 0 — 6 1 ; WA C K E R -
NAGEL 1, 108. A few more uncertain exam-
ples might be exceptions: garda-bha- 'ass' 
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d. There are a few cognate words in which an aspirate is found beside 
the corresponding media or tenuis: mdj-man- 'greatness': mah- 'great'; vi-
spulinga-ka- 'scattering sparks': sphur-dti 'darts' 

e. In a few isolated words a media seems, according to the evidence 
of cognate languages, to stand for an IE. aspirate: gmd- 'earth', gen. grnas-, 

jma- 'earth', gen. jmas, inst jmi; dvar-, dur- * 'door"; majjan- marrow'. 
33. Aspirates in contact with other mutes.— Of two mutes in 

juxtaposition (of which both must be voiced or both voiceless •S), the second 
only can be aspirated. In such case either 

1. the second represents an original aspirate, the first an aspirate or not: 
e. g. dhat-thas = *dhadh-thas (dha- 'put1); ran(d)-dhi = *randh-dhi (randh-
'make subject'), uk-tha- 'song' = uk-tha- (vac- 'speak'); vtt-tha = d-tha 
(vid- 'know'); sag-dhi 'help' = *sak-dhi (sak- 'be strong'); or 

2. the first represents an aspirate media4, the second a dental tenuis s 
which assumes the mode of articulation of the first; e. g. dag-dhr- 'one who 
bums' (acc.) = *dagh-tr- (dah- 'bum'); -vid-dha- 'pierced' «= *vidh-ta- (vyadh-); 
-lab-dha- 'taken' = *labh-ta- (labh-). An intervening sibilant (z = s) did not 
prevent the same result: jag-dha-, jag-dhvtiya, jag-dhva (AV.), a-g-dha (TS.) 
from ghas- 'eat', gdh representing gzdh- for gzh-t- from gh(a)s-t-. 

a. When the first is A representing an old palatal aspirate («= $h, IE. gh)6, 
it disappears after cerebralizing the dental and lengthening the preceding vowel; 
e. g. Udha- = *u$-dha- for u$h-ta- from vah-td-i. 

b. In a few instances the / does not become dh owing to the influence 
of cognate forms: thus dhaktam (instead ot *dagdhatn = *dhagh-tdm) according 
to 2. 3. sing, dhak (= *dhagh-t) from dagk- 'reach'; dhat-tam etc. (instead of 
"dad-dham for *dhadh-tam) according to 3. sing. dhat(= *dhadh-t), 2. sing. mid. 
dhdt-se, etc. ( = *dAadA-se)s. 

The Five Classes of Mutes. 

34. The gutturals. — These mutes, by the Indian phoneticians called 
kanthya ('produced from the throat'), are minutely described in the Pratisakhyas 
as formed at the 'root of the tongue' (jihvd-muld) and at the 'root of the 
jaw' (hanu-mUla)9. They are therefore velar10 sounds and, as the evidence 

(if from grdh• 'be greedy'), barjaha- 'udder' 
(if from brh- 'be great'), sabar-dugha-, sabar-
dhusabar-dhuk, epithet of cows (if sabar-
= Gk. a$ap: BARTHOLOMAE, B B . 15, 18): 

cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 108, note, 2 1 7 b ; ZDMG. 
43, 667 f.; 46, 292 (barjaha-). 

< A few doubtful examples discussed by 
WACKERNAGEL I, p. 129 bottom. 

2 Op. cit. 1 ,109, note (mid.); according to 
BLOOMFIELD, Album Kern, p. 193 f., the media is 
due to the influence of the numeral dva- 'two'. 

J This was often due to assimilation, the 
mode of the articulation of the second 
generally prevailing; e. g. at-ti = *ad-ti (ad-
'eat'); vit-tha = *vid-tha\ iag-dhi = *sai-
dhi\ the articulation of the first prevails 
in 33. 2-

4 An aspirate tenuis loses its aspiration 
in these circumstances; thus grnatti (AV.) 
for *grnath-ti, i f this form is derived from 
grath- "'tie'. 

5 There seems to be no example of any 
other tenuis in contact with a preceding 
aspirate media within a word, but the result 
would probably have been the same. T h e r e 
is no example of th becoming voiced in 
this combination; it remains in dhat-thas 

j(= *dadh-thas). 
j 6 See below 58. 

7 According to this rule uf-tra- 'buffalo', 
could not be derived from vah- 'carry' (as 
in that case it would have become udhra-)-. 
cp. WACKERNAGEL I, H I b, note. 

8 Before sibilants, all aspirates as well as 
mediae become tenues; but according to 
TPr. xiv. 12, APr. II. 6 (cp. RPr. vi. 15) 
a tenuis in such a position may be pro-
nounced as an aspirate; see WACKERNAGEL 
1, 1 1 3 . . 

9 See APr. 1. 20 and WHITNEY'S note. 
That is, pronounced with the velum or 

soft palate. 
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of cognate languages shows, derived from IE. velars1. Gutturals are found 
interchanging to some extent with sounds of the four other classes. 

1. Under certain conditions they interchange with the new palatals 
(c j h) which are derived from them1; with the old palatal s'* (also old j and h) 
only when followed by s (which then becomes J)4 . Between this ks = s-s 
and ks = k-s it is possible to distinguish by the aid of Iranian, where the two 
are represented by different sounds5; and the original value of the k can 
thus be determined even in words in which no form without the sibilant 
occurs. This evidence shows that, in the following words, ks represents6. 

a. s'-s: aksi- 'eye'; rksa-'bear'; kaksa- 'armpit'; kuksi- 'belly'; ksi- 'dwell'; 
ksudh- "hunger'; caks- 'see'; taks- 'fashion'; daksina- 'right'; pdksman- (VS.) 
'eyelash'; maksd 'quickly*; raks- (AV.) 'injure'; raks-as- 'injury'; 

b. k-s-. ksaira- 'dominion'; ksap- 'night'; ksi- 'rule'; ksip- 'throw'; ksTra-
'milk'; ksud- 'shake', ksod-as- 'rush of water', ksudra- 'small' (VS.), n. 'minute 
particle'; ksubh- 'swift motion'; tvaks- "be strong'; vrksa- 'tree*. 

2. In a few instances k stands for a medial t: in vrkkau (AV.) 'kidneys', 
for *vrtkau7; prksu (SV.) = pftsu 'in battles'. In these two forms the sub-
stitution is due to Prakritic influence; this is probably also the case in skambh-
beside stambh- 'prop'8. The guttural only seems to stand for a dental in 
asiknX- beside asita- 'black', paliknT- beside palita- 'grey', and hariknika- (AV.) 
beside harita- 'yellow*, as there is no etymological connexion between -kril-
and -ta-9. 

3. In a few words a guttural interchanges with a labial medially: 
kakardu- beside kaparda- 'braid of hair'; kulika (VS.) : pulika (MS.) a kind 
of bird; kutlkdya- (TS.) -.pullkdya- (MS.), kulipdya- (VS.) : purlkaya10 (AV.) 
a kind of aquatic animal; rticunkuna- (TS.) : tiictfmpuna- 'flood'; and 
in the TS. (B.) tristugbhis and anustvgbhyas occur beside tristub-bhis and 
anustubbhyas ". 

4. In a few verbal forms from three roots k stands for s before suffixal J " , 
though this k never made its way into the loc. pi. (where only -s-su- or -h-su, 
-t-su occur). The only example in the RV. is pinak (for pinak-s) 2. sing, 
impf. of pinas-ti (pis- 'crush'). In the AV. occur dvik-s-at, dvik-s-ata, aor. 
of dvis- 'hate'; sisliksate, -sisliksu-, desid. of s'/is- 'embrace'. Other possible 
examples from the RV. are -rksara- 'thorn' (if from rs- 'prick'); rlriksa-ti 
and ririksu-, desid. (if from ris- 'injure'); viveksi (if from vis- 'work')'3. 

35. T h e palatals.—These are pronounced in India at the present 
day as a close combination of a /-sound followed by a palatal spirant s. 
The evidence of the Greek reproduction of Indian words14 points in the same 

» That is, the ^-sounds; some, however, 
are derived from IE. labio-velars or ^'-sounds; 
see BRUGMANN, KG. 1, 244 and 254; 
WACKERNAGEL 1, 1 1 5 . 

' See BRUGMANN, op. cit. 244. 
3 Op. cit. 233. 
4 See below 56. 
5 That is, s-s by s and k-s by As; thus 

vaifi, from vai- = vasi\ vaifya-mi, from 
vat- (for vac-) = vahsya. 

6 The two components of i f cannot yet 
have coalesced when s dropped out between 
two mutes in abhakta, for ai/iai-f-ta (aor. of 
ihaj-), and aiasta for aiai-f-ta- from takf-
(Av. /as-) 'fashion'; otherwise the two differ-
ent original sounds could not have been 
kept apart in these two forms. 

7 See above 30, note 4. 
8 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, p. 136, note (top). 
9 Cp. J . SCHMIDT, Pluralbildung 398. 

See ZDMG. 33, 193. 
» See WEBER, IS. 8, 40. 54 ; 1 3 , 109. 
1 2 This probably started from the paralle-

lism of the 3. sing, of roots in f and s: 
j thus dvef-ti from \dvif-, and vaf-fi from \vas-; 
! then the 2. sing, dvek-fi for dves-si, followed 
vak-fi. 

»3 The relation of the k in dadhfk 'firmly', 
to dadhrsa-, dadhryvani- 'bold', is uncertain. 
Cp. WACKERNAGEL 1, 1 18 , note (end). 

'4 Thus riaviavov «= candana- 'sandal-
wood' ; Tiaa-oviji = catfana-, N.; IlaiaXai = 
pancala-, N. of a people; XailpwvKiQZ = 
candragupta-, N.; '0Xiffl ' ujjayinl- (Prakrit 
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direction. It is therefore likely that they were thus pronounced in Vedic 
times 1 . Prosodically, however, they have the value of a single consonant 
(excepting cA2). They date from the Indo-Iranian period only; but in order 
to understand their place in the Vedic language, especially in relation to the 
gutturals, we must go back to their ultimate origin. T h e evidence of com-
parative grammar shows that t w o distinct series of palatals, the later and 
the earlier, must be distinguished. This evidence alone can explain how 
the same Vedic palatal sound ( j or h) is, under certain conditions, treated 
differently. 

36. T h e n e w palatals {c,j, h) are derived from gutturals (velars), being 
interchangeable, in most roots and formatives, with gutturals, and being in 
most cognate languages represented by the same sounds as represent original 
gutturals. Thus from the root sue- 'shine' come verbal forms such as socati, 
beside the nominal derivatives soka-, s/ikvan-, sttkrA-, suklA- (AV.) ; from yuj-
'yoke', yuje 1. sing, mid., etc., besidz yugd-, y.ga-, yukta-, yugvan--, from druh-
'injure', dudroha, 3. sing, perf., etc., beside druhyu-, a name, and drogha-
'deceitful'. 

T h e (Indo-Iranian) change from gutturals to palatals was regularly 
produced before the palatal sounds i ty}; e. g. cittA- 'noticed', beside kdta-
'will', from cit- 'perceive'; ojlyas- 'stronger', beside ugrd- 'strong'; druhyi't-
beside drogha-. This change invariably takes place in Iranian, while the 
exceptions in Vedic appear only before vowels which were not originally 
palatal. 

a. Gutturals thus appear instead of palatals before ir (;7) and ir 
( = IE. rr- and r)4, which were not yet pronounced with an /-sound in the 
Indo-Iranian period 5 : ' thus Angiras-, a name; girl-6 'mountain'; kirAti, 3. sing., 
kirana- 'dust', from kr- 'scatter"; carkirama, carkiran, kirti- 'fame', from kr-
'commemorate'; gir- 'lauding', from gr- 'praise'; girdti (AV.) , 3. sing., -gila- (AV.) 
'devouring', from gf- 'swallow'. Before i ( = IE. 1)7 k appears in ok-i-vftms-, 
part, from uc- 'be pleased', and g in tigitd-s 'sharp', beside tejate, tijas-
'brilliance', and other derivatives, from tij- 'be sharp'. 

Otherwise a guttural followed by a palatal vowel is due to the influence 
of cognate forms. This is the case 

1. in the initial of roots a) in gT-, the weak stem of gai- 'sing', beside 
gay-, gj-; /?) in reduplicated forms with cik-, jig-, due to forms like cikfiya, 
jigAya- (where the guttural is in accordance with phonetic law) and to the 
frequency of palatal reduplication of guttural initial; thus perf. ciky-ur, part 
c!ky-at-, desid. cikisate, impv. ciklhi (AV.) , from ci- 'perceive'; intv. cekit-, cikit-, 
desid. cikits-, from cit- 'perceive'; perf. jigy-ur, desid. jigisate, jigyu- 'victorious', 

ujjent), N. of a city; Aia/touva = yamnna-, I, 121 (p. 140, top). The palatal aspirate 
N. of a river. Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 119. , in fact never represents a guttural aspirate, 

1 Cp. WHITNEY on APr. 1. 21. but only an IE. palatal , or sibilant and 
1 Cp. above 30, 3; 31, 3 b ; and below 40. palatal. 
3 T h e sphere of the palata ls has been 4 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 24. 25. 

ex tended by analogy at the expense of the 5 Cp. WACKERNAGEL 1, 123 a a. 
gutturals and vice versa. The aspirate guttural 6 In Av. gairi-. 
kh appears where the other gutturals are 7 This sound had probably not yet become 
replaced by palatals; thus before the y in a pure palatal in Ilr. 
khya- 'see' (but jy'-) 'overpower'; before s Otherwise the palatal regularly appears 
the thematic a of the present: rikhati before this i in perfect forms; e. g. salciri 
'sits* (but dahati)\ before the -ayati of the (sac- 'accompany'); bhejiri (Ma;- 'divide'); 
Causative: ihkhayati 'swings' (but arcdyati)-, iwocitha, iicise (uc- 'be pleased'); duddhitha 
and notably in sakhi- 'friend': AsX. sakkye,' (dith- 'milk'), 
pi. sakhibyas (Ilr. sachi-): cp. W A C K E R N A G E L | 
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from ji- 'conquer'; y) in the pronominal forms kis, kirn, kim, kiyat, kivant-, 
ktdrs-, beside the enclitic rid, because owing to the influence of the frequent 
forms kd-s, ka-d, etc., k appeared to be characteristic of the interrogative 
pronoun\ 

2. in the final of roots in which guttural forms predominate, before 
the y of the optative and the gerund; thus dagh-yas, from dagh- 'reach'; 
sak-yam, from sak- 'be able'; sagh-yasam (TS.), from sagh- 'be equal to'. It 
also appears very often before the suffixes -i, -T, -in, -ya forming derivatives 
from nouns the last consonant of which is a guttural: e. g . playogi- 'descendant 
of Playoga'; vrk-i- 'she-wolf (vrka-)-, sak-r'n- 'powerful* (saka-); srng-in- 'horned' 
(srnga-); upa-vak-ya- 'to be praised' (beside upavAcya-) from upavaka- 'praise'. 
Similarly drAgh-iyas- 'longer', drAgh-istha- 'longest* (beside dlrgha- 'long', 
dragh-mdn- 'length'); sphig-i- 'buttock', with g from the nom. sp/iik of sphij-, 
which occurs in the post-Vedic language only. 

3. in a certain number of abnormal words, almost invariably at the 
beginning: 

a) words which may be suspected of foreign origin owing to meaning 
or phonetic form: kimsuka-, kiyAmbu- plant names; kimldin-, kikata-, kirata-
(VS.), sva-kisktn- (AV.) names of foreigners or demons; kija- a kind of 
utensil; ktlbisa- 'guilt' (contains the rare letter b), kista- 'singer' (si instead 
of st); /?) onomatopoetic words: kikidivi- 'blue jay'; kikirA-kr- 'tear to tatters'; 
kikkitA (TS.) an interjection; 7) some words of doubtful origin: kikasa-
'vertebra'; kinAra- 'ploughman'(?); kinAs'a- 'ploughman'; kilAla- 'sweet draught'; 
kirmira- (VS.) 'variegated'; kis'ora- (AV.) 'foal'; klsmtla- (AV. Paipp.) a kind 
of disease. 

37. N e w palatals as radical initials. — a. Before a, a, and diphthongs, 
both palatals and gutturals are very frequent in Vedic and Iranian. Comparative 
grammar shows that the palatals occur before a vowel or diphthong 
representing IE. a 9 or a diphthong beginning with i i 2 ; but gutturals before 
IE. a 0 or sonant nasal. According to this evidence the palatal has come 
into being in the following words: ca 'and'; cakrd- 'wheel'; catvsras 'four*; 
caramd- 'last'; can't- 'pot'; cAru- 'agreeable'; pdnca 'five'; jathara- 'belly*; 
/dnT-, -jatii- 'woman'; jami- 'akin'; haras- 'flame'. 

On the other hand, the original guttural has remained in kakud- 'peak'; 
kdksa- 'armpit'; kari't- 'poet'; keta- 'will'; gdus 'cow'; gharmd- 'hot'; ghora-
'terrible'; and in the roots kas- (AV.) 'cough'; gadh• 'clasp'; ga- 'go'; gih-
'plunge'; gai- 'sing'J. 

b. Among the roots with u r / as low grade vowels, the only one in 
which the regular phonetic interchange of palatal and guttural takes place, 
is jar- :gr- 'call'; g appearing before r ir ar ( = IE. or), j before ar ( = IE. ¿r) 
preceding the thematic -a- of the present or the suffix -ir-) thus gr-nAti, gir-, 
-gard- (VS.), beside jarate, jarddhyai, jaritr-. In other roots either the guttural 
or the palatal appears throughout; mostly the guttural, because the forms 
with u f I and o ar al ( = IE. ou or ol), which required the guttural, were 
more numerous than those with 0 ar al ( = IE. cu ir el)-, thus from kr- 'do', 
dkar aor. 'has done', kartr- 'agent*, kdrmati- 'action', retain the guttural, though 
the palatal would be phonetic (as ar here = IE. er), through the influence 
of forms with kr- and of kdrana- 'deed' (where ar = IE. or). 

1 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 128 a (p. 150, [ 3 In the IE. vowel gradation of these 
bottom). 1 roots only a and o appear. In other roots 

2 Cp. Italian and the Balto-Slavic languages in the IE. vowel gradation of which e is 
which palatalize before e as well as i. found, an initial palatal would be expected 
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On the other hand, the palatal appears in cud-1, codati 'impel'; scut-, 
scotati 'drip', because here forms with u, which required a guttural, were rare; 
in car-, carati 'move', where the palatal is almost invariably phonetic in RV. 
(but AV. has cacara); in crt- 'bind', the palatal has fixed itself in spite of 
many forms with r ; while beside harsate 'rejoices', harsant-, part , both 
h and gh occur in weak forms: hrsita-, ghfpi- 'lively', ghrsvi- 'gladdening'. 

c. Among roots in -an and am, survivals of the regular interchange are 
found in kan- 'be pleased', and han- 'strike'. The former has the palatal 
( = IE. ke-) in the aor. canistam, in the superl. canistha-, and in cartas- 'favour', 
but otherwise the guttural. In hart-, h appears before an ( = IE. en) and, 
by analogy, also before an = nn and a •= «; but gh before n and a = IE. 0; 
thus hdn-ti, inf. hdn-tave\ han-mas, han-ydma-, ha-thas, -ha-ta, and with j in 
impv. jahi (= *jhahi), but perf. jaghana, and ghana- 'striker', ghanaghand-
'found of striking'. In the intv. janghan-, gh stands for h before a = IE. c 
owing to the influence of the weak stem jatighn-. In gam- 'go', ga- = gm-
(e. g. in gacchati, ga-ta-) has led to the use of gam- = */am-, as in 
gam-anti'. 

d. In the remaining verbs, that is, those with a (25) or 0 (22) as 
high grade vowel, there appears chiefly the palatal throughout; thus caks-: 
cacdksa (for *cakdksa). The phonetic guttural is, however, preserved in some 
forms of the three verbs ci- 'observe' (perf. cikaya); cit- 'observe' (perf. cikeia\ 
kita- 'will'; ketu- -5 'appearance'); and ji- 'conquer' (perf. jigfiya-, gay a- 'house-
hold'). A guttural not phonetically justified appears before a ( = IE. e) 
only in ghas- 'eat* (aor. aghas, subj. ghas-a-t) and in gal- 'drop' (gal-
gallti VS.). 

e. In reduplicative syllables containing a of roots having initial 
guttural or palatal, the palatal always appears in the perfect, pluperfect, or 
reduplicated aorist; thus kr- 'make* : cakdra; khad- 'chew' : cakhada\ gam-
'go': jagtima-, ghas- 'eat*: jaghAsa; caks- 'see': cacdksa-, pluperf. of kr-: acakrat-, 
red. aor. of jas- 'be exhausted' : jajas-tam. The palatal is here historically 
phonetic, as the IE. reduplicative vowel was ¿. 

In the intensive, however, the palatal is invariable only when the 
reduplication is monosyllabic4; e. g. kram- 'stride': can-kramata\ gr- •ja-gr-
'awake'; han- 'strike': jan-ghanti. But when the reduplication is dissyllabic, 
the guttural5 predominates; thus kr-, pait.kdri-kr-ai-; krand- 'roar': kdni-kra(ti)d-; 
gam- 'go' \gani-gan-, gant-gm-; han- 'strike': ghatii-ghti- (cp. ghanaghana-); skand-
' leap' : both kdni-skand- and cani-skadat subj. 

38. New palatals as radical finals, a. Verbal forms.— Before the 
thematic verbal endings (including those of the a-aorist and the reduplicated 
aorist) the final of roots regularly appears as a palatal which, though phonetic6 

only in about the same degree as the guttural, has prevailed. Gutturals are 

in certain forms; but fewtraces of this remain, 3 Beside ceru- 'devout ' , ketu- appears in 
as the forms of each verb have been nor-! the compound mahi-keru• 'very devout ' ; cp. 
mal ized . ; WACKERNAGEL 2 ' , p . 101 (43 b) . 

1 If kutsa- N. is derived from aid-, and 4 In the post-Vedic language, the palatal 
carjani- 'active', f rom kr-, the initial conso- is invariable even in dissyllabic redupli-
nant has not been affected by the norma- cation. 
lizing influence of the roots, because these 5 But if the initial of the root is a palatal, 
words have been isolated. the reduplicative consonant is of course al-

' T h e correct phonetic interchange appears 1 ways a palatal ; thus cand- ' s h ine ' : cdttiscad-; 
in jahgahe 'kicks', and jamhas- 'course', if | car- 'move' : cardcara-; cal- 'move' : calacala-
these forms are connected, as BR. think. 1 'ever moving'. Cp. 32 a. 
WHITNEY, Roots, however, considers the 6 Phonetically we should have *pdkdmi 
former an intensive of gah- 'plunge' . , (IE. 0), pac-asi and pac-ati (IE. e). 
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rare at the end of the root, appearing only1 in sak- 'be able'; 2. sing. sak-as) 
sagh- 'be equal to': 3. sing, sagh-at\ dagh- 'reach': dagh-at (TS.); in these roots 
the guttural prevails throughout owing to the influence of the present stem 
sak-nu-, sagh-nu-2. Even in the non-thematic presents and in the perfect 
the palatal carried the day, though phonetic in still fewer forms; thus the 
guttural alone would be historically justified in the forms yunaja, yuttj'e; yuyoja 3. 
The palatal further regularly appears before the causative4 suffix -aya-, where 
it is phonetic ( = IE. /te); e. g. arc-aya-ii from arc- 'praise'5. 

b. As shown by the appearance, in cognate forms, of a guttural before 
other consonants than s, the final of the following verbs is a new palatal: 
anj- 'anoint'; ej- 'stir1; tij- 'sharpen'; tuj- 'beat'; tyaj- 'forsake'; ttij- 'wash'; 
bhaj- 'divide'; bhahj- 'break'; bhuj- 'bend'; yuj- 'yoke'; ranj- 'colour'; ruj-
'break'; vij- 'shoot up'; vrj- 'turn'; s'inj- 'sound'; sahj- 'attach'; svahj- 'embrace'; 
also in the noun srdj- 'garland'. 

C. Apart from being the result of the Sandhi of d+ j , j j is shown by 
the evidence of cognate languages to be derived from a sibilant + guttural 
(—» IE. zg) and thus to belong to the series of new palatals in majjdn- 'marrow'; 
rdjju- 'rope'; bhrjjdti 'roasts'; majjati 'dives', from which is derived madgu-
(VS.) 'diver' (a bird). 

d. Nominal derivatives. 1. Before the suffix -a, the final of the root 
is mostly guttural, because the a in nearly all the cases of the noun represents 
IK d. The rule in the RV. is that the guttural appears before both unaccented 
-a and accented -d, but the palatal before accented -d only6; e. g. abhi-
drok-a-, druh-A- 'injury': drogh-a- 'injuring'; bhoj-d- 'liberal': bhog-a- 'enjoyment'; 
a-yuj-a- 'companionless'; yog-a- 'yoking'; ruj-a- 'breaking': rog-a- (AV.) 'disease'; 
vcvij-d- 'swift': veg-a- (AV.) 'speed'; suc-a- 'bright': sok-a- 'flame'; ruc-a- (VS.) 
and roc-a- (AV.) 'shining*: rok-a- and rok-d- light' 7. 

2. Before the suffix -as, the palatal generally appears, as it is for the 
most part phonetically required; e. g. oj-as- 'force' : ug-rd- 'mighty'. The 
guttural, however, prevailed in ank-as- 'bend'; tig-as- 'offence'; -ny-ogh-as-
'streaming'; bharg-as- 'brilliance'; as there were no corresponding verbs with 
palatal beside these words; it also prevailed in ok-as- 'ease' and ny-okas-
'comfortable', as well as -s'ok-as- 'flaming', though there are such verbs (uc-
'be pleased', and sue- 'shine'). 

3. Before other suffixes beginning with a, the final of the root is generally 
palatal; thus before -ana ( = IE. -mo-), vac-and- 'speaking'; t(j-ana- 'act of 
sharpening'; mamh-dna- 'gift'8; before -ant, -ana (under the influence of 

1 Apart from roots ending in /•/;, see35, note 3. 
2 In ni-mlgha-matta- 'drenching oneself, 

the gh seems to be phonetic (as •amana = 
•omeni). In valgale (AV.) 'springs', the guttural 
is perhaps due to the preceding /, as neither 
Ij nor Ic is ever found to occur. 

3 This normalization of the palatal is 
probably Indo-Iranian, see J. SCHMIDT, KZ. 
25. 104. 

4 The denominatives in -ayd- (IE. tie and 
o f f ) follow the noun from which they are 
derived; e. g. from aghd- 'evil', aghayali 
'wishes to injure'. 

5 The causative ingayaii of ijati 'stirs' is 
probably due to an old present base *inag-, 
ing- formed according to the 7th class; the 
phonetic form -tiijayati is found in the BAU. 
VI. 4 . 23-

! 6 The fluctuation of words in -a- probably 
j arose from some cases in oxytones having 
I had IE. e, others 0; hence in some words 
the palatal prevailed throughout, in others 
the guttural. The agent-nouns, being mostly 
oxytone, show a preference for the palatal, 
which originally appeared in oxytones only. 
C p . W A C K E R N A G E I . 1, 1 2 8 a (p. 1 5 0 , n o t e , 

end). 
7 A palatal before an unaccented -a 

first appears in dih-a- (RV. x . 12X), other-
wise digha- 'milking'; mSh-a- (AV.) 'delusion', 
beside migh-a- 'vain'; krunc-a- (VS.) 'cur-
lew*, is probably only an extension of ¿rune-
(VS.) 

8 The gh of jaghdna- 'buttock', is phonetic 
(Gk. «ox® "!)• 
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verbal forms), e. g. duh-ana- and duduh-and1; before -ata (— IE. -¿to), e. g . 
pac-ata- ' c o o k e d ' 2 ; before -an in majj-dn- 'marrow' 

4. Nouns formed without suffix (including infinitives and gerunds) have 
the palatal of the corresponding verb; e. g. prc-as, nom. pi. ' food' ; a-prc-as 
and a-prc-e 'to satisfy'; tuj-dye 'to procreate'. A guttural of course appears 
where the verb has a guttural only; e. g. pra-tdiik-am ( A V . ) 'gliding' (tak- run'). 

5. T h e s u f f i x -ka is treated analogously to the final guttural of roots*. 
T h e guttural regularly appears except when the suffix, being attached to 
unaccented prepositions, is itself accented; thus asmS-ka- 'our '; yusmd-ka- 'your'; 
dpa-ka- 'coming from afar'; abhi-ka- 'collision'; and even with the suffix 
accented in locatives such as upa-ki, upa-kdyos 'in the vicinity* and in the abl. 
para-hit 'from a distance'; but uc-cA and uc-cdis 'above' ; para-cdis 'aside'; 
pas-cd and pas-ciit 'behind'; pra-cdis 'forwards'. 

39. I r r e g u l a r p a l a t a l i z a t i o n . — B e f o r e u r and consonants (except _y), 
the gutturals were not originally palatalized. Hence roots which regularly have 
palatals before a and diphthongs, usually retain the guttural before u r and 
consonants. Thus from ric- 'leave', are formed, r<!k-u- 'empty', rik-n-as- 'property', 
perf. p a r t ririk-vims-\ 3. sing. pres. rindk-ti, 2. sing. perf. mid. ririk-se (but opt. 
riric-yat); ug-ra- 'mighty', beside oj-as- 'strength'; ghn- beside han- 'strike'). 
Nevertheless palatals appear by analogy before u, r, n, m, r, v. 

a . i n i t i a l l y : 1. in the roots scut- 'drip', crt- 'bind', hrs- 'rejoice', in which 
the unphonetic palatal before the low grade vowels is due to the phonetic 
palatal before the high grade vowels 0 ( = IE. eu) and ar ( = IE. er). 

2. in the reduplicative syllables cu-b and ju- of the perfect and aorist 
(in R V . occurring only in cyu- 'shake', gup- 'guard', gur- 'praise') for older 
*ca- *ja- (a = I, the IE. reduplicative vowel). 

b . f i n a l l y : 1. in verbal inflexion, the palatal which appears before a 
and diphthongs always appears also before u, and nearly always before m 
and r (instead of the phonetic guttural); thus sisic-ur beside sisic-atur, sisic-e, 
from sic- 'pour'; bubhuj-mdhe beside bhunaj-amahe, from bhuj- 'enjoy'; anj-mas 
beside ahj-dnti, andj-an from atij- 'anoint'; riric-r<* beside riric-J, from ric-
' leave'; a-yuj-ran, yuyuj-ri beside yuyuj-i, from yuj- 'yoke'; duh-ri, duh-rate, 
duduh-rt, duh-nim and duh-ratam ( A V . ) beside duh-t, from duh- 'milk'. 

T h e guttural, however, regularly remains before the -nu of the 5th class: 
sak-nu- 'be able', sagh-nu- 'be equal to', spreading thence to other forms7 . 
Phonetic k remains before m in vivak-mi from vac- 'speak'; and before r in 
vavak-re beside vac-yate, vdtic-ati ( A V . VS.) from vatic- 'move crookedly'. 

2. in nominal derivation the guttural as a rule remains8: e. g. rug-nd-
'broken', from ruj- 'break'; ruk-ma- 'brilliant', from rue- 'shine'; Suk-rasuk-la-
(AV.) 'bright', from sue- 'shine'; pak-va- 'ripe', from pac- 'cook'. T h e perf. 
part, for the most part follows this rule: e. g. ru-ruk-vthnsfrom rue- 'shine'; 

1 Strictly phonetic (but rarer) is du^h- on the other hand the palatal appears un-
ana- 'milking'; also vigh at- (IE. -«/-) 'insti- phonetically before u in the intv. part, car-
tutor of a sacrifice'. curyd-mana- from car• 'move'. 

2 The k in sik-ala- (AV. VS.) 'sand', is 6 Otherwise cu- occurs only in the ono-
phonetic (IE. -nla-). \ matopoetic ni-cumpuna- 'swell' — and in .1 

3Beside_>'a/6-i-/(AV.)'liver',andio'ii-^/'dung', (few words suggestive of foreign origin: 
the k is found in the stemsyak-ati-, sak-an-, ; cumuriN. of a demon; cu-punika-, N. of a 
but only in weak forms before n or a krttika (TS.). 
(= n): yak-nas, yak-na (VS.); iak-na (VS.); I 7 Also dagh-nu- «reach', in a Brahmana 
iak-ttas (AV.); iaka-bhis (TS.) ' passage of the Kathaka, and sligh-nu-

4 S e e a b o v e 3 8 d , I ; W A C K E R N A G K L 1 , 1 2 9 . ! ' m o u n t ' , i n a s i m i l a r o n e o f t h e T S . 
5 T h e p h o n e t i c g u t t u r a l , h o w e v e r , a p p e a r s | 8 C O L L I T Z , B B . 3 , 2 3 0 f . ; J . SCHMIDT, 

in ghrs-tt- 'lively', giffvi- 'gladdening'; while | KZ. 25, 70 f. 
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vi-vik-vdms-, from vie- 'divide'; ok-i-vtims- (36 a), from uc- 'find pleasure* (but 
dat sing. Uc-us-e). 

The following are, however, exceptions: oj-mart- 'might'1; bhuj-man-
'fruitful'; muh-ur 'suddenly'; druh-u- (AV.) 'injure?; yac-hyd- (AV.) 'request'. 

40. The old palatals (ch, j, s, A). — The aspirate ch. This sound 
is, in pronunciation, the aspirate of c2 and is therefore represented in 
reduplication by c. But in origin ch has nothing to do with c. The fact 
that after a mute it takes the place of s in Sandhi shows that it is allied 
to s. In fact, unlike j and h, it belongs exclusively to the old series of 
palatals; for it does not interchange with a guttural JtAK In the Avesta ch 
is regularly represented by s and in cognate European languages by a conjunct 
consonant beginning with s and standing for IE. skk (that is, s + palatal mute 
aspirate); e. g. chid- 'cut off', Gk. This in Indo-Iranian probably became 
s'sh, which differentiated into Avestic s and Vedic ch. In the inchoative suffix 
-cha (gacchati, Gk. §a.akx) this palatal aspirate seems to represent IE. si, 
a conclusion which is supported by the old inchoative verb rapsate 'is full' 
= rap(s)s'ate, where after the s has been dropped between two consonants4, 
s = IE. k remained. Thus ch represents a double sound and metrically lengthens 
a preceding short vowel. Hence the RPr. (vi. 1) prescribes the doubling 
of ch (that is c-ch) between vowels. Though the Vedic Mss. almost invariably 
write ch5 and A U F R E C H T ' S edition of the RV. and v. S C H R O E D E R ' S edition 
of the MS.6 follow this practice, the spelling cch is to be preferred. 

a. In sakha- 'branch' , the initial s probably stands for ch owing to the law by 
which two aspirates in the same syllable are avoided 7. 

b. In a few instances ch is a Prakritic representative of ks and ps: -rcchara- (AV.) 
beside rksala- (VS.)8, part of an animal's leg; krcchra- 'distress', perhaps for *krpsra-, and 
allied to krpale 'laments', and krpana- 'misery'9. 

41. The old palatal / . — T h i s j is the media of s (while as a new 
palatal it is the media of c). It is recognizable as an old palatal by the 
following indications: 

1. when there are parallel forms with s before t, th, or a cerebral appears 
either as final or before mutes; e. g. beside yaj-ati 'sacrifices', yds-tr- 'sacrificer', 
is-Id- 'sacrificed', a-yat 'has sacrificed'; similarly in the roots bhraj- 'shine'; 
tnrj- 'wipe off'; raj- 'rule'; rej- 'tremble'(P); vraj- 'wander'; srj- 'send forth'; 
possibly also in bhrajj- 'roast'10. 

1. when in the form in question or in cognate forms, sounds follow 
which do not palatalize gutturals11, that is, u r n m r v; such are: aj-ra-
'plain'; dj-ma(ti)- 'course'; dr/'una- 'white', rj-rd- 'reddish'; rj-u- 'straight', rj-iyas-

1 Under the influence of oj-iyas- 'stronger' j in Sandhi and ducchutia• for *di/s-sitnl~ *mis-
and dj-isfha- 'strongest', such, nouns in -man-1 fortune'. 
being often closely connected with compara-' 5 Except those of the Kathaka, which 
tives and superlatives. J write sch (cp. note 2). 

' In the Kathaka ch is spelt ich, which is 6 Also ROTH'S ed. of the Nirukta and 
probably only a provincial assibilation, and MACDONELL'S ed. of the BrhaddevatS; cp. 
not the survival of an older sound; cp. AUFRECHT, RV2, p. vi. 
J. SCHMIDT , K Z . 2 7 , 3 3 2 . i 7 C p . 32 . 

J miirkha- 'dull', occurring in a B. passage j 8 On AV. Ms. spelling ch for ks in two 
of the TS., is probably a new formation [ or three words, see WHITNEY, JAOS. 12, 
analogous to soka- (AV.) from Jocali. Some 92. 175. 
scholars hold that there is an etymological 9 On the origin of ch, cp. BRUGMANN, KG. 
connection between chand- 'appear ' , chaud-as- \ 2 4 0 ; on the sound as a whole, W A C K E R -
'song', and skatidali ' leaps' ; between chid- NAGEL I, 1 3 3 f. 
'cut off ' and khid- 'press ' ; between chi- (AV.) 10 But cp. 38 c, and W A C K E R N A G E L I, 1 3 9 . 
'cut off ' and kha- [khan-) 'dig'. Cp. W A C K E R - | " Apart of course from the exceptions 
NAGEL I, 131, note, bottom. due to analogy: see 39. 

4 Cp. above p. 25 note 6; cp. here cch=t+s 
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'straighter', ráj—istha- 'straightest'; játiu- 'knee' beside jñu-\ jrmbh- ' yawn"; 
jñs- 'know'; jmá-, gen. jm-is 'earth'; jri- 'go'; -jvSrá- 'suffering'; paj-rá- 'fat*; 
maj-mán- 'greatness'; váj-ra- 'thunderbolt'; juráti, járyati, jujur-váms-, jür-ná-, 
from jr- 'grow old'. 

3. when in inflexional forms, in which roots with a new palatal show 
a guttural, the j remains; e. g. jajána from jan- 'beget'; jajasa (AV.) from 

jas- 'be exhausted'; jujósa from jus- 'like'; jujur-váms-, jajára (AV.), from 
j f - 'grow old'2. 

4. when j is the reduplication of an old palatal j or h\ e. g. jajána, 
jajára (AV.), juhóti. 

5. when it is shown to be an old palatal by the evidence of the 
cognate languages; thus in ajá- 'he-goat', ajá-'goat'; aji?ia- (AV.) 'skin'; ürj-
'nourishment'; jarnhas- 'course'; jáñgha- 'leg'; jatnbh- 'chew up'; jámStr- 'son-
in-law'; dhraj- 'sweep'; bhisaj- 'heal'; rajatá- 'silvery'; vája- 'swiftness'; rjipyA-
'going straight'. 

a. It is uncertain whether j represents an old or a new palatal in the 
following words: 

1. because the comparative evidence is conflicting: vi-jáman- 'related'; 
ja- 'hasten'; jy3-, jináti 'overpower'3. 

2. because the Vedic and comparative evidence is insufficient: ubj-'coerce'; 
küj- (AV.) 'hum'; jáñjaí-T-, pres. part, of uncertain meaning (á. X.); j árate 
'approaches'; jéhamana- 'panting'; jihmá- 'transverse'; dhváj-, dhvajá- 'banner'; 
paj- 'be rigid' (in apa ...pápaje'started back'); -pujana- 'honouring'; bajá- a kind 
of plant; bija- 'seed'; múñja- 'sedge'. 

b. Irregular j.—1. As the two kinds of / were indistinguishable in pro-
nunciation, a guttural sometimes intruded among the old palatals owing 
to the analogy of the new palatals; thus from bhisaj- 'heal', bhisák-tama-, spv., 
bhisák-ti, 3. sing, pres., a-bhisnak, 3. sing. impf. (like anak-ti from añj- 'anoint'); 
from mrj- 'wipe': td-mrg-ra- 'attached', apa-margá- (AV.) a kind of plant, 
vi-mrg-varT- (AV.) 'cleanly'; from srj- 'discharge', asrg-ram, asrgran, ásasrgram, 
sasrgmáhe (SV.) beside sasrjmáhe-, from j f - 'grow old', jagara (AV.) beside 
iajára (AV.). 

2. The guttural beside the palatal may be due to IE. dialectic variety 
in gná- 'woman' beside jan- 'beget'; gm-ás beside jm-ás 'of the earth'; bhárgas-
'splendour', bhrgu- a name, beside bhraj- 'shine'. 

3. In jyótis- 'light', jy seems, by an old Prakritism, to represent dy, as 
the word is probably derived from dyut- 'shine'. 

4. The media aspirate jh* occurs only in one form, jájhjhat-T- (RV.1), 
a pres. part, probably meaning 'laughing' as an epithet of lightning (a metaphor 
connected with lightning elsewhere also in the RV.); it appears to be derived, 
by an old Prakritism, from has- 'laugh': jhjh probably for jjhs here = TE.gzh, 
which otherwise would become ks-, as in jáks-at-, part., 'laughing'. 

42. T h e cerebrals.—The designation given to these sounds by the 
native phoneticians6, mürdhanya 'produced in the head', indicates that they 
were pronounced at the highest point in the mouth nearest the (upper part 

1 In which only forms with r occur ; 
cp., however, HUBSCHMANN, K Z . 23, 393. 

9 T h e only instance of a new palatal 
(c j h = k g gK) before ur ( = IE. r) is 
carcurya-viana- (RV. x). For some more or 
less doubtful examples of old palatal j, see 
WACKERNAC.EL 1, 137 b note. 

3 Op. cit. 1, 137 e, note . 

4 T h e other two old palatals s and h will 
be dealt with below in their alphabetical 
order: 54, 58. 

5 T h e Kashmir Ms. of the R V . reads 
jajjhatJr for jajhjhaflr (v. 526): SCHKFTE-
LOWITZ, W Z K M . 2 1 , 86. 

6 See RPr. I. 19 ; APr. I. 32; TPr. 

37 • 
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of the) head. They are described by the Pratisakhyas as pronounced by 
turning the tip of the tongue up to the roof of the mouth and bending it 
backwards. They were therefore pronounced farther back in the mouth 
than the palatals. This is also their pronunciation at the present day in 
India. An indication that it was such even in Vedic times is the fact that 
4 is sometimes found in the later Samhitas interchanging, between vowels, 
with Z1 (which itself interchanges with r), and that in the RV. itself d 4h 
become I Ih between vowels. It is also to be noted that the Greeks reproduced 
d not only with o, but also with p2. The cerebrals, however, were a specifically 
Indian product, being unknown in the Indo-Iranian period3. They are still 
rare in the RV., where they occur medially and finally only. According to 
most scholars, they are due to aboriginal, especially Dravidian, influence4. 
As a rule, they have arisen immediately after s or an r sound from dentals. 
But before consonants and finally they may represent the old palatals j / h. 

a. The voiceless cerebrals t th take the place of the dentals t th a f ter s 
(— s, / or / ) ; e. g. vrs-ti- 'rain' (suffix -it); dus-tara- 'invincible' ( = dus-tara-); 
ndkts te (= ndkis te)-, vds-fi 'wishes' ( = vas-ti); mrs-ta- 'cleansed' ( = mrj-ta-)K 
Similarly the voiced cerebrals d dh take the place of the dentals d dh 
af ter *z ( = s or old palatal j, h), which has disappeared6; e. g. mda- 'nest' 
( = IE. nisdo-); da-dhi- 'ill-disposed' ( = dus-dhi-); id-<! T worship' (*is-d- = ij-d-
for ya/-d-); drdha- 'firm' ( = drh-td-). The preceding voiced sibilant *? ( = s 
and s) has (instead of disappearing) itself become d in didid-dhi (from dii-
'show') and vivid-dhi (from vis- 'be active')7. 

a . When the dental here was immediately followed by an r sound, the cerebralization 
seems originally to have been stopped. Hence dfdhra- (= dfh-tra•), beside dfdha-
(= drh-ta-) 'firm'; and though s/r occurs several times in theRV. 8 , the r seems to have 
been dropped in pronunciation, as the only stems ending in -ftra- which show a case-
form with n, do not cerebralize i t : usfranam and rasfranam, as if no r preceded. In 
TS. I. 2. 5 ' , r is actually dropped after ft in tvasfimati- 'accompanied by Tvajtrl ' . 

b. In several instances a cerebral appears by an evident Prakr i t i sm, 
in place of a dental originally preceded by an r (or /) sound; thus vi-kata-
'monstrous', beside kr-td- 'made'; katd- 'depth', beside karta-9 'pit'; avata-
(SV. VS.) 'pit', beside avdr10 'down'"; and as shown by comparative evidence, 
katuka- 'sharp'; kadayati 'singes'; khafa- ^xH-Jddhu- 'dull'; katd- (AV.TS.) 'horn-
less'. In the following words, though cognate languages show / " , the cerebral 
is similarly based on Indian r or r ^ + dental: kata- 'frontal bone'; jathdra-
'belly'; tadit- 'contiguous', trida- (AV.) 'blow'; pinda- lump'; kanda- (AV.) 'piece"4. 

c. Cerebrals have in some instances supplanted dentals owing to the 

1 C p . V P r . i v . 1 4 3 ; v . BRADKE, K Z . 
28, 298. 

* See WACKEKNAGEL 1, 1 4 3 , note. 
3 Op. cit. 1, 1 4 4 . 
4 Ibid., note. 
5 Cp. above 4 1 , 1. 
6 Cp. above 17, 5. 
7 See WACKEKNAGEL 1, 1 4 5 a, note (end). 

Cp. 4 2 d (p. 34) end. 
8 In räsfra- 'dominion', ¿}fra- 'buffalo1, 

desfri- 'Directress'; ddmf/ra- ' tooth'; f / f - in 
a-ni-f/fla- 'not shaken off', tvastf-mant-
'accompanied by Tvaflf'; n4f in kundf-
naä- 'house-lizard' (?). 

9 WACKEKNAGEL I, 1 4 6 a . 
»0 C p . BAKTHOLOMAE, I F . 3 , 1 7 9 . 
" Perhaps also renüka-käta- 'stirring dust', 
Indo-arische Philologie. I. 4. 

! if from kf-i- 'cut ' ; but see BAKTHOLOMAE, 
| IF. 3 , 180 f. 
1 1 2 IE. I by rhotacism became r in Ilr . 

»3 MS. N. 47 has the reading jitiva ravat 
for that of TS. U. 4. 71 jitrvdr avft and 
K. XI. 9 jinva rival. Cp. below p. 70, note 4. 

•4 The cerebral could be similarly accounted 
for in kufa- (RV1.) "house'(?), if it is related 
to kuia-{pa-) family', and kulaya- (AV.) 'nest'. 
In danda- 'staff' if identical with Gk. ittipov 
(J. SCHMIDT, KZ. 25, 52, note *) we seem 
to have an instance of a cerebral for a 
dental -{- following r, but such a change 
seems not to be in accordance with the 
phonetic laws of either Vedic (cp. dfdhra-, 
above a, a) or Prakrit. On two other 
examples of this supposed change, dntjli-

8 
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analogy of similar words with phonetic cerebral. In padbhis 'with feet', and 
perhaps pád-grbhi-, N., it is due to padbhis, inst. pL of both pas- 'look', and 
of pas- 'cord', and to pddbiia-, pddvUa (VS.) 'fetter', which is derived from 
pa/- 'cord". Vdsat and Srdusat, sacrificial calls, probably for vdksat and 
*¿rósat (3. sing. aor. subj. of vah- 'convey', and iru- 'hear'), seem to owe their 
cerebral to the influence of the sacrificial call vät (VS.), vat (TS.), 3. sing. aor. 
of Y vah-. The d oípurodás- 'sacrificial cake' (from dai- 'worship'), is perhaps 
due to dü-dái• 'impious' (for du%-das-) 

d. In a few instances a cerebral t or 0 appears in place of the cerebral 
sibilant s. The phonetic representative of the latter before bh would be d 
(parallel to d for IE. z before bh)$, where it appears in vipritd-bhis (VS.) 
'with drops'. From here the cerebral spread to the nom. sing., where it appears 
in vi-prúí (AV.) 'drop', from prus- 'sprinkle', and in edhamana-dvit 'hating the 
arrogant' (from dvis- 'hate'). 

The cerebral d also appears before the -dhi of the 2. sing. impv. for s in 
aviddhi («=• avi-s-dhi) aor. of av- 'favour', and in vividdhi (— vivis-dhi), red. 
aor. of vis- 'be active*. The phonetic form here would be *Tdh (= i?-dh)*, 
instead of which iddh appears under the influence, perhaps, of the cognate 
verbal forms with the short vowel (avistu, avistdm etc.). 

43. Cerebrals in many instances represent the old palatals j s h. 
They are found thus: 

a. as final: 1. in nom. sing. m. f.: bhrät 'lustre' (bhräj-); rät 'ruler' (räj-); 
viput, N. of a river (vtpäs-); vit 'settlement* (vis'-), spät 'spying' (spas'-); sät 
'overcoming* (sah-); -vat 'conducting* (-väh-), pasthavät (VS.), -vät (TS.). The 
guttural k would have been phonetic in this case, as the nom. sing, originally 
ended in s5, and even the old palatals became k before s; the cerebral 
must here therefore be due to the influence of forms in which it was 
phonetic. 

2. in nom. acc. sdf, from sds- 'six'. As k might have been expected 
(IE. sveks), the cerebral is doubtless due to forms containing sas-, as sasti-
'sixty', sasthá- (AV. VS.) 'sixth*. 

3. in the first member of a compound, where the final of the nom. sing, 
appears, in sat- 'six', and pad- (from pas'- 'cord*, in pdd-bisa-). 

4. in 2. 3. sing. aor. for the radical palatal after the endings have been 
dropped: thus d-bhrät (bhräj- 'shine'); yät (yaj- 'sacrifice'); rät (raj- 'shine'); 
nat, a-nat (nas-'reach'); a-prät(pras- 'ask' in pras-nd- 'question'); d-vät (vah-
'convey*). Here / is phonetic in the 3. pers. only, standing for s-t (= IE. k-t). 
It has been transferred to the 2. sing., where k would be phonetic (standing 

'egg', and mawfuka- 'frog', see WACKER-
NAGEL I, 1 4 7 , note. 

1 Op. cit. I, 1 4 8 a (p. 1 7 2 , top). 
» The form vy-avaf in MS. IIL 49 (B.) 

beside vy-avat, AV. vm. 1«, from vi-vas-
'shine forth', is probably due to the influence 
of a-vat, aor. of \vah-; but cp. BARTHOLOMAE, 
Studien I, 24, note. On the cerebral in avata-
(SV. VS.), beside avoid-, nada- 'reed', beside 
nada-, and in il/a- (AV.), mariafa- (VS.) cp. 
WACKERNAGEL 1, 1 4 8 b, note. 

3 See below 44 a, 3. 
4 Cp. above 17, 5. 
5 This phonetic t for an old palatal is 

preserved in the nominatives -dfk 'seeing' 
(dj-i-\ -spfk 'touching' (spri-\ spfk 'desiring' 
(spfh-), an-ak 'eyeless' (-akf-: as- "penetrate'); 

/•tvik 'sacrificer' (\'yaj-)\ urk (VS.) 'nourish-
ment' (urj-)\ dik (AV.) 'region' (dii-). For 
•dfk, the later Samhitls have -dfh also. In 
the n. nom. the m. f. form appears: -dfk, 
•spfk\ but as there was no J here, it 
must be assumed that the cerebral was 
originally used in these neuter forms. In 
bhifij• 'healer', the k has spread from the 
nom. to other cases, where it is not phonetic 
( cp . WACKERNAGEL I , 1 3 8 ) . T h e o r i g i n a l 
value of the palatal in ustj- 'desiring', ufnih-
(AV. VS.), a kind of metre, which have k 
in the nom. is uncertain. The k in the nom. 
na i 'night' is probably not based on an old 
palatal J (cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 1 4 9 a a, 
note). 
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for h-s = IE. ks). The reverse transference of k to the 3. sing, has taken 
place in prd nak beside a-nat (nas- 'reach') and in a-srSk (from srj- 'discharge'). 

b. before consonant suffixes: 
1. the phonetic cerebral appears before case-endings beginning with bh 

in pai-bhis, from pas- 'look' and 'cord'; vid-bhis from vis- 'settlement1; sarad-
bhyas 'for the bees' (probably from *sarah-); sad-bhis \ In anadud-bhyas (AV.), 
from anad-vSh- 'bull', d appears for d by dissimilation; while the guttural of 
the nom. instead of the phonetic d appears in susamdrg-bhis (from dri- 'see') 
'fair to see' and in dig-bhyas (AV.) from dis- 'region'. 

a. before the -su of the loc. pi. k is phonetic, and appears in vik-su, 
from vis'-, in spite of the unphonetic t of the nom. vit. But owing to the 
influence of the other cases the unphonetic cerebral (in the form of / 
dissimilated for t) appears in anadut-su. 

3. before the dhi of the a. sing. impv. the cerebral is phonetic in dididdhi, 
from dis-1; also in z ( = s), which after cerebralizing the dh is dropped, 
leaving a compensating length, in tatfhi from taks- 'hew' ( = IE. tegzdhi); also 
in so-dha. 'sixfold' (for sas-dha : as-, like as-, becoming o before a voiced mute)3. 

c. The cerebrals in the following words have not been satisfactorily 
explained: aghati- and a-ghata-{AV.) 'striker*, beside -d-ghata- (VS.); Undd-
'egg'; itdnt- (x. 171 1) 'wandering'(?), kuta- 'house'(?); kata- 'frontal bone'; 
kfpita- 'fuel'(P); mandaka- 'frog'; ita- (AV.) 'reed'; rardta- (VS.), lalata- (AV.) 
'forehead'. Some others, mostly containing b, may be suspected of non-Aryan 
origin: bat, bada, interjections; baturin- 'broad'(?), birita- 'troop'(?); bekan&ta-
'usurer'; ¿dambara- (VS). 'drum'; khadgd- (VS. MS.) 'rhinoceros'; candald- (VS.) 
'outcast'; markdta- (VS.) 'ape'. 

44. The dentals.—The dentals are at the present day pronounced as 
interdentals in India, but according to the Pratisakhyas* they were post-dental, 
being produced at the root of the teeth (dantamula). They represent IE. 
dentals, corresponding to similar sounds in the cognate languages. When 
two IE. dentals met, there seems to have been a tendency to change the 
first to a sibilant5. A survival of this appears in some Vedic combinations 
of d or dh with dh, which point to an earlier xdh, viz. in de-hi, beside dad-
dhi 'give'; dhe-hi (for *dhadh-dhi) 'put'; kiye-dha 'containing much', in all of 
which examples e is based on Ilr. az6. 

a. Change of s to t. The dental sibilant as the final of roots or nominal 
stems becomes t1: 

1. before the s of verbal suffixes (future, aorist, desiderative) in the three 
verbs vas- 'dwell', vas- 'shine', and ghas- 'eat'8: thus avatsTs (AV.) 'thou hast 
dwelt'; vat-syati (MS.) 'will shine'; jighat-sati (AV.) 'desires to eat', and 

jighat-su- (AV.) 'hungry'. 

1 From this phoDetic change of f to 4 
before bh is to be explained the stem ¡4-
•refreshment', beside if- (which occurs before 
vowel endings only): id-ihis etc. would have 
led to the formation of id-a, etc. (inst.sing.), 
which then gave rise to id-a- as an extension 
o f id-; cp. also iddyata (RV. I. 1 9 1 6 MM., 
ilayata, AUFRECHT) : ildyati ( A V . ) 'be quiet'. 

3 I t is not phonetic in aviddhi and vividdhi 
(see above, 42 d). Cp. WACKERNAGEL 1 ,149 c 
(end). 

3 T h e cerebral which in this paragraph 
represents (except before s) the old pala-
tals, is based on an Ilr . sh• sound s z (as 
shown by the Avesta having s i in the 

corresponding forms). This sibilant, Indian /, 
first became the cerebral mute d before the 
M-suffixes (as dental s became dental d) when 
it first spread to the nom., and lastly to the 
loc. pi. 

• See RPr . I. 1 9 ; TPr . II. 3 8 . 

5 F o r example, Gk. J~o7a6a, Av. voista, 
beside vlt-tha 'thou knowest' . Cp. WACKER-
NAGEL 1, 1 5 2 b . 

6 L o c . cit . , also note. 
7 See discussion of attempted explanations 

in WACKERNAGEL I, 153, note. 
8 All the other roots in s add the suffix 

with connect ing vowel «'. 

3 * 
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2. before the t of the 3. sing, of a past tense: thus vy-aviit (AV.) 'has 
shone forth', from vi-vas-. This is, however, probably not a phonetic change, 
but is rather due to the influence of the 3. sing, of other preterites with -/; 
*d-vas-t having thus, instead of *d-vas, become á-vat 

3. before case-terminations beginning with bh, and when final (in nom. 
acc. sing, neut), in the perf. part and in four other words: thus jagr-vdd-bhis, 
inst pi., 'having awakened', tatan-vát, acc. n., 'having stretched'; usdd-bhis, 
from usas- 'dawn'; mad-bhls, mad-bhyás (AV.), from más- 'month'; svd-tavad-
bhyas (VS.), from svá-tavas- 'self-strong'. The change of s to t began before 
the bh endings (like that of s to t or if)2 and was extended to the nom. acc. 
sing. neut. in the RV., but not till later before the -su of the loc. pi.3 

a. Allied to the change of final s of roots and stems to t, is the apparent 
change of the medial dental sibilant to d in madgú- (VS.) 'diver', from majj• 'dive' 

T h e substitution of dentals for other mutes is extremely rare. In consequence 
of dissimilation, a dental replaces a cerebral in aiiadiUsii and anadúdbhyas (AV.), from 
anadvah- 'bull'; in dfdhrn- 'firm', beside dfdhá- 5; in pasthavat (TS.) 'four year old bull', 
beside pasthavaf (VS.). 

A dental seems to take the place of a labial in ad-bhis, ad-bhyós, beside ap-
'water': but this is probably due to the analogy of *nadbhís, nadbhyás, beside nápat-
•grandson'6. 

45. T h e labials.-—These sounds as a rule represent IE. labials; e. g. 
pitf-, Gk. itctTyjp; bhára 'bear', Gk. fa'pe. But owing to the great rarity of IE. b, 
there are very few Vedic examples of inherited i; e.g. rambate 'hangs down', 
Lat. labl 'glide' 

a. The number of words containing b has been greatly increased by 
new formations. I. Thus b replaces p or bh before other voiced mutes: 
e. g. pi-bd-aná- 'firm', beside pad-á- 'place'; rab-dhá-, beside rabhante 'they 
take'. — 2. It is the regular substitute for bh in reduplicative syllables or when 
initial aspiration is lost owing to a following aspirate; e. g. ba-bhAva from 
bha- 'be', bshú- 'arm', bandh• 'bind'8 .— 3. In a few examples it takes the 
place of or interchanges with » 9 ; thus pddbiia- (RV.), beside pddvTsa- (VS.); 
band- beside vana- 'arrow'; -balsa- (AV.) beside -valsa- 'twig'; band- (AV.) 
'music' beside vana--, -Mina- (AV.) 'crushed', beside vlína- (B.)10. — 4. It further 
occurs in some new onomatopoetic words; budbudd- 'bubble'; bdl (AV.) inteij. 
'dash!'; bata inteij. 'alas!' and batd- 'weakling'.— 5. In one instance b seems 
to stand for m before r, in brü- 'speak', for *tnra-1originally appearing most 
likely after a pause or after a final consonant12. 

b. In many words the origin of I is obscure. Most of these probably 
come from a foreign source: 1. owing to their meaning: arbudd- and drbuda-, 
balbüthd-, sdmbara-, sfbinda-, names of foes of Indra and of the Aryans; brbú-, 
a proper name; bajá- (AV.), bdlbaja- (AV.), bilvd- (AV.), names of plants; 
bdkura- and bakurd-, a musical instrument — 2. owing to their phonetic 
form: kllbisa- 'sin'; bisa- 'root-fibre'; bus a- 'vapour'; bdt and batid, interjections; 

1 Cp. WACKERNAGEL 1, 154. 
» See 42 d (p. 34). 
3 Cp. WACKEKNAGEL I, 155 a, note. 

4 Op. c i t 1, 155 b, note. 
5 See 42 a a (p. 33). 

' T h e name tn-d-ra and nattatt-df- 'hus-
band's sister', are explained by some scho-
lars as containing a Prakritic d. See WACKEK-
NAGEL 1, 1 5 7 , note. 

7 On some words (sabar-, batabalabal-
butka-) in which b is regarded as IE. by 

different scholars, see WACKERNAGEL I, 158 b, 
note. 

8 See above 32 a, I , 2. 
9 There is some confusion between forms 

of byh- 'be great', and vfh- 'tear*. 
1 0 On some doubtful or wrong explanations 

of b for v (ni-bfh• 'crush', bala-, bdlbajabat, 
Jabala-, iamba-), seeWACKERNAGELl, 161, note. 

1 1 Cp. Gk. fipvtif for *ppoT0(. 
" S e e WACKERNAGEL I, 159. 
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bandd-(AV.) 'crippled'; barsva- (VS.) 'socket'; baskaya- 'yearling'; baskiha- (VS.) 
'decrepit'; b'tla- 'cave', bilrna- 'chip'; birita- 'troop'(?); bekanfita- 'usurer'.—3. for 
both reasons: illblsa- and bfsaya-, names of demons; alabu- (AV.) 'bottle 
gourd ' .—4. Other words which if not of foreign origin, are as yet insufficiently 
explained: barjaha- 'udder*; bastd- 'he-goat'; bdsri 'quickly'; -bara- 'aperture'; 
bija- 'seed'; bunda- 'arrow'; brbad-uktha-, an epithet of Indra; chubuka- 'chin'; 
sabala- 'brindled'; samba-, a weapon of Indra; balAsa- (VS. AV.), a disease; 
bleska- (K.) 'noose'.1 

46. T h e nasals . — There are five nasals corresponding, in regard 
to place of articulation, to the five classes of mutes. Each of them can 
only appear before a mute of its own class2. Before sibilants and h the 
nasals do not appear^; before I only m is found; n does not appear finally 
any more than the palatal mutes. 

a. The guttural nasal n regularly appears before gutturals: e. g. anka-
'hook'; ankhaya- 'embrace'; anga- 'limb'; jangha- 'leg'. Before other consonants 
or as a final, it appears only when a following k or g has been dropped, 
as in stems ending with -nc- or -»/- and in those compounded with -df-s-; 
e. g. pratyah, nom. sing, of pratyafic- 'facing*; yundhi (—yunj-dhi), 2. sing. impv. 
of yuj- 'join'; kl-dfn, nom. sing, of kx-dfi- 'of what kind?'. 

b. The palatal nasal n is found only before and after c or /, and 
before ch\ e. g. vancaii (AV.) 'wavers'; yajhd- 'sacrifice'; vafichantu 'let them 
desire'. 

C. The labial nasal m as a rule represents IE. m\ e. g. matf- 'mother', 
L a t mSter\ ndman- 'name', Lat. nSmen. It is by far the most common labial 
sound4, its frequency being greater than that of the four labial mutes taken 
together®. By some scholars m is regarded as representing an original n or v 
in certain instances6. 

d. The dental nasal n as a rule represents IE. «; e. g. nd 'not', Lat. -«/; 
manas- 'mind', Gk. /¿exof. It is the commonest of the nasals, being more 
frequent than m, and about three times as frequent as the other three taken 
together7. The dental nasal also appears instead of dental mutes and of 
the labial nasal 

o. It appears in p l a c e of d before the nominal suffix -na, and of t, 
as well as d, before the m of secondary suffixes; e. g. an-na- 'food' (ad- 'eat'); 
chin-na- 'cut off' (chid-)-, vidyuti-mant- 'gleaming' (vidyiit- 'lightning'); mrn-maya-
'earthen' (mfd- VS. 'earth'). This substitution is in imitation of Sandhi, as 
dn tm dm otherwise occur within words; e. g. udnii (from uddn'water*), 
dtman- 'breath', vid-md 'we know'. 

dental n regularly appears in p l a c e of m \ 1. before /; e. g. from yam-
'restrain': yan-tur- and yan-tf- 'guide', yan-trd- 'rein'; from sram- 'exert oneself': 
sranta- 'wearied'; 2. before suffixal m or v\ e. g. from gam- 'go ' : a-gan-ma, 
gan-vahi, jagan-atfims-8; 3. when radically final, originally followed by suffixal 
s or /; e. g. from gam- 'go', d-gan, 2. 3. sing. aor. ( = d-gam-s, d-gam-t)\ from 
yam-'restrain', a-yiln, 3.sing.[aor.(= a-yam-s-t); from ¿«»»-'house', gen.(pdtir) dan9 

1 Op. cit. I, 162. 8 This change of m to n may be due 
4 Excepting in a few instances when a to the influence of the cognate forms in 

mate has been dropped, as in yundhi = which m phonetically becomes « when final 
yuhgdhi (see a). \ (below 3). 

3 Excepting in a few instances h or n 9 On this explanation of dan (denied 
before the -su of the loc. pi. by Pischel, VS. 2, 307 ff.) see especially 

4 Excluding the semivowel v. j Bartholomae, IF. 8, in 'Arica' 2 2 9 — 2 4 9 ; 
5 Cp. Whitney jo and 75. | also Richter, KZ. 36, 111—123, on dam-
6 Cp. Wackernagel 1, 177, note. pati-. 
7 Whitney 75. j 
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'of the house' (-= dams). Here the change of m to « was evidently due 
(as in i) to the dental s or t which originally followed1. 

47. The cerebral n.— This nasal, like the cerebral mutes, is an 
Indian innovation. It is for the most part the result of a regular phonetic 
development, but is also in a number of words due to Prakritic influence. 

A. Besides regularly appearing before cerebral mutes, e. g. in danda-
'stafP, the cerebral n phonetically takes the place of dental n after r r s', 
either immediately preceding, e. g. nrttdm 'of men', vdrna- 'colour', usna-
'hot"; or when only vowels3, guttural or labial mutes4 or nasals, y v or h, 
intervene; e. g. krpana- 'misery'; kramana- 'step'; ksobhana- 'exciting". This 
rule is followed throughout within a word even when a s which it contains 
is produced by Sandhi»; thus not only trpnoti (trp- 'be satisfied') and grbhnati 
(grbh- 'seize'), but also u suvanah (for suvanah, IX. 1 0 7 8 ) . In su-sumna-
'very gracious' (where the s is produced by internal Sandhi), the dental n 
remains probably owing to the influence of the simple word sumna-. 

a. The cerebralization of dental n takes place almost as regularly 
in verbs compounded with the prepositions prd 'before', para 'away*, pari 
•round', nir (for rtis) 'out'; as well as in nominal derivatives of these com-
binations. But the r does not cerebralize n when there is tmesis or any other 
preposition but a intervenes6. The cerebralization takes place: 

1. in the initial of roots; e. g. pranak (nas- 'reach'); paranude (nud-
'thrust); pra-netr- 'guide' (nt- 'lead'). But n remains if r or ks follows; hence 
prSnrtyat (AV.) from nrt- 'dance', and pari naksati 'encompasses' (tiaks- 'reach'). 
The cerebralization is also absent, without this dissimilating cause7, in abhi 
prd nonu- (SV.) beside abhi pra nonu- 'shout towards', and in pra-nabh-4 (AV.) 
'burst'. 

2. medially or finally in the roots hnu- 'hide', an- 'breathe', han-
'strike' (though not in forms with ghn); thus pdri-hnuta (AY.) 'denied'; pr&niti 
'breathes'; nir hanyat (AV.), but abhi-pra-ghndnti. 

3. in suffixal n the cerebralization fluctuates: it always takes place in the 
n of the 1. sing, subj., e. g. nir gamSni; not always in the pres. base of hi-
'impel'; e. g. prd hinomi, etc., but pari-hinomi9; never in that of miniti 
'diminishes' or of minSti 'establishes'; it is also absent in yaju skannam 
(x. 1 8 1 1 0 ; but -trnna- (VS.), from trd- 'pierce'. 

b. In nominal compounds cerebralization takes place less regularly 
when there is r r or j in the first member, and n in the second: 

1. an initial n is here nearly always cerebralized in the RV.: e. g. 
dur-ndman- 'ill-named'; pra-napst- 'great-grandson'; also dur-nasa- (AV.) Hin-

1 The dental n may stand for I in carma-
mna- ' t a n n e r ' ( cp . carmani mlatani)-. B R . 
According to B e n f b y , it is used to fill the 
hiatus in declension, e. g. kavi-n-d-, and in 
the perf. red. syllable an-, e. g. in anrcitr; 
cp. W a c k e r n a g e l 1, 175 c, note. 

' The cerebral mutes and nasal not only 
do not cerebralize a n separated f rom them 
by a vowel, but even stop the influence of 
a preceding r r f; thus in reduplicat ion 
only the first n is cerebral ized; e. g. pra-
ninaya (m- ' l e a d ' ) ; c p . manina i n s t . o f tnani-
•pearl' (B. b.). This arises from a disinclination 
to pronounce cerebral mutes and nasals in 
successive syllables. 

3 On the absence of cerebralization in 
uftranam a n d rasiranam, s e e a b o v e 4 2 a , a. 

4 In some instances where the mute 
immediately precedes the n, the cerebrali-
zation does not take p lace ; e. g. vftra-ghni; 
kfepnu• 'springing'. 

5 In one curious instance, sam ... pindk 
(beside pinasti, f rom pis- 'crush') , the cerebral 
lost at the end of a syllable has t ransferred 
its cerebral character to the beginning of 
the syllable. 

6 T h e preposition ni following another 
containing r is mostly cerebralized. 

7 Cp. above 42 a, a. 
8 Cp. tri-nabhi- ' three-naved ' , and vf}a-

nabhi- 'strong-naved'. 
9 Cp. VPr. 1U. 87; APr. IU. 88 ; IV. 95; TPr . 

XIII. 12. 
»0 Cp. W a c k e r n a g e l 1, 167 b «. 
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attainable', dur-nihita- (AV.) 'ill-preserved'; but (because a r r or s follows) not 
in -nrmna- 'manhood', -msthA- 'eminent*; -nissidh- 'gift'; -nirnij- 'adornment'; nor 
(owing to the intervening gh and m) in dlrgha-riltha-, N., yusmit-nlta- 'led by 
you'. The cerebralization is further absent, without any preventing cause, in 
aksa-nah- 'tied to the axle' (beside parT-nah- 'enclosure'); tri-naka- 'third 
heaven'; tri-ndbhi- 'three-naved', and vfsa-nabhi- 'great-naved'; punar-nava-
'renewing itself (but AV. punar-nava-)-, dur-niyantu- 'hard to restrain'. 

2. it is less frequent medially; e. g.parvahna- forenoon'; aparnhna- (AV.) 
'afternoon'; nr-vahana- 'conveying men'; pra-vdhana- (VS.) 'carrying o f f ; purTsa-
vdhana- (VS.) beside purTsa-vdhana- (TS. K.) 'removing rubbish'; nr-manas-
'kind to men', vj-sa-manas- 'manly-spirited', but fsi-manas- 'of far-seeing mind'; 
drv-ghand- 'wooden club', but vrtra-ghtU, dat, 'Vftra-slaymg'; su-sumna-1 'very 
gracious'; su-pra-pana- 'good drinking place'; nr-pdna- 'giving drink to men'; 
but pari-pdna- 'drink', pari-pdna- (AV.) 'protection'; pary-uhyamana- (VS.) 
beside pary-uhyamHna-{ Yvah-). 

c. Even in a closely connected following word cerebralization may 
take place after r r s in the preceding one. 

1. This is frequently the case with initial «, most usually in nas 'us', 
rarely in other monosyllables such as mi 'now', nd 'like'2; e. g. sahS su nah 
(vm. 732). Initial n occasionally appears thus in other words also; e. g. 

pari rtitii.. visat (ix. 1034); srnga-vrso napat (SV., napit, RV.); asthSri nau 
(VS., no RV. TS.); (gomad)'U su'nHsatya (VS.) prd nimdni (TS.); punar 
nayamasi (AV.); stth&r nah (MS.) = suhard nah; var nima (TS. v. 6. i3). 

2. Medial n also occurs thus, most often in the enclitic pronoun ena-
'this'; e. g. indra enam. It occasionally appears in accented words also after 
final r: gJr ohina (1. 180*); nir ¿rtasah (AV.); nf-bhir yemanah (SV., yemanah, 
RV.); pantbhir vTyamanah (TS.)3. A final n is treated as medial and cere-
bralized thus in tin imdn (MS.) and aksdn ava (MS.). 

B . In a number of words n has a Prakrit ic origin. 
a. It is due to a preceding r or r which has been replaced by a iu 

or has disappeared through assimilation. This is indicated to be the case 
by the appearance beside them of cognate words containing r or I sounds: 
1. in Vedic itself: thus ani- 'pin of the axle'; hand- 'one-eyed', beside karnd 
'crop-eared' (MS.); kdna- (AV.) 'particle': kali- 'small part"; janjana-bhavan 
'glittering" \jarni- 'glow' {-jan- probably = jrn- from old pres. *Jrn3ti); punya-
'auspicious':pf- 'fill'; phan- 'bound' («= *phrn-, *pharn-) cp. parpharat 'may 
he scatter'; dhanika- 'cunnus': dh&raka- (VS.), id.—2. in allied languages: 
gand- 'crowd'; pan- (VS.) 'purchase'; vanij- 'merchant'5; anu- 'minute'; kunilru-
'having a withered arm'; parti- 'hand'; sthanti- 'stump'6. 

b. Owing to the predilection for cerebrals in Prakrit, which substituted 
n for n throughout between vowels, even without the influence of neigh-
bouring cerebrals, one or two words with such n seem to have made their 
way into Vedic: mani- 'pearl' (Lat. monile)-, amna/t (MS.) 'at once': amnah 
(AV.), id. 

c. The exact explanation of the n in the following words (some of 
which may be of foreign origin) is uncertain: kanva-, N.; kalySna- 'fair*; 

1 See above 47 A (end). 
2 Cp. BENFEY, Gottinger Abhandlungen 

20, 14. 
3 agttir ¿vena (L 128 s), Pp. agnlh | avena, 

is probably wrong for agnih \ raven a. On 
the other hand, for mono ruhana (L 32s), 
Pp. manah | ruhanah, the reading should per-

1 haps be manor uhana. Cp. LANMAN, Sanskrit 
Reader, note on this passage. 

4 See WACKERNAGEL I, 172 a (p. 192, mid.), 
s See FR6HDE, BB. 16, 209. 
6 Cp. WACKERNAGEL 1,172 d, note, 173, note. 
7 On a few doubtful instances, op. c i t 1, 

173, note. 
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kanuka-, of doubtful meaning; nicumpund-, of doubtful meaning; ninlk 'secretly', 
ninyd-1 'inner'; pani-, a kind of demon; band- 'arrow'; vand- 'udder1, 'arrow', 
'music'; vim- 'music'; vdnla-, a kind of musical instrument; sona- 'red'; ugana-
(SV. VS.), of doubtful meaning; kunapa- (AV.) 'corpse'; gund- 'division' (AV.); 
cupunika- (TS.), N.; nicankuna- (TS.) and tiicunkund- (TS.), of doubtful meaning; 
veni- (AV.) 'reed'; sdnu- (AV.) ' h e m p " . 

48. T h e s e m i v o w e l s . — T h e semivowels y, r, I, v have the peculiarity 
that each has a vowel corresponding to it, viz. i r I u respectively. They 
are called anta{/i)stha in the P r a t i s a k h y a s t h e term doubtless meaning 
'intermediate', that is, standing midway between vowels and consonants. 

a. / and v regularly represent the final i and u of diphthongs before 
vowels, e and at becoming ay and ay, 0 and au av and av. But while y and v 
are regularly written for i and u before vowels, they were often pronounced 
as iy and uv. This is shown by the fact that: 

1. iy and uv are frequently written, beside y and v, in the inflexion of 
t- and fi-stems. Thus from dhi- 'thought1, there are several compounds, in 
some of which the stem is written with iy before vowels, as itthadhiy- 'very 
devout', in others with y, as ad/iy- 'longing'. Similarly -ja- 'hastening', regularly 
appears as -juv-; but -pu- 'purifying*, -su- 'swelling', -su- 'bringing forth', always 
as -pv-, -sv-, -sv-*. In the same way, the suffix -ya is often written -iya; 
e. g . dgr-iya- 'first', b e s i d e dgr-ya- ( V S . ) ; ftv-iya- a n d ftv-ya- ' regular ' ; urv-iyil 

and urv-yd (VS. TS.) 'widely'. This spelling is characteristic of the T S . Here 
iy is generally written where more than one consonant precede, almost 
invariably so in the inflexion of stems in i and I; e. g. indrHgniy-os 'of Indra 
and Agni', laksmiya 'by Lak$m!'; very often also in the suffix -ya; e. g. dsv-
iya- beside as'v-ya- (RV.) 'relating to horses'5. Similarly uv appears here for 
v in si'tvar- a n d suvarga- 'heaven ' , b e s i d e svar ( R V . ) a n d svargd- ( R V . ) ; in 

t h e inflexion of tanti- 'body', in some forms of vayt'i- 'wind', bahu- 'arm', Qru-
' thigh'6 . In the SV. and MS.7 there are two or three other examples of iy 
and uv for y and v*. 

a. according to metrical evidence, y and v (though written as pronounced 
in classical Sanskrit) have a syllabic value in a large number of examples in 
the Vedic hymns9 . This was recognized to be the case by the PratisakhyasIO, 

3. r appears instead of r before the suffix -ya; e. g. in pitr-ya- 'paternal', 
from pitf- 'father'. 

4. ay ay ey appear before the suffix -ya " ; e. g. saha-sey-yaya, d a t , 'for 
lying together'. Here yy is always to be read as y-iy in the R V . (except in 
B o o k x and daksdyya- in 1. 129*) , 2 . 

1 Perhaps from *ftirnaya-, see BENFEY, 
GGA. 1858, p. 1627. 

* On these words see WACKERNAGEL I, 
174 b and 173 d, note. 

3 RPr. 1. 2; VPR. IV. 101; also Nirukta 
11. 2. C p . WHITNEY on A P r . 1. 30. 

4 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 181 a, note. 
5 Several other examples, loc. cit. 
6 C p . WHITNEY on T P r . 11. 25. 
7 See WACKERNAGEL I, 181 a, note (p. 201, 

mid.). 
8 On the other hand there are some iso-

lated instances of y and v in the Veda* as 
compared with iy and uv in classical Sans-
kri t ; see WACKERNAGEL I, p. 201, bottom. 

9 In certain words and formatives y and v 
are regularly consonantal: in the relative yd-; 

the present suffix -ya; the comp. suffix -yas; 
the gen. ending -sya, and the fut. suffix -ya; 
the initial v of suffixes; the >tv- of the 5th class; 
in aiva- 'horse' and tvasfr-, N. On the otherhand 
the syllabic pronunciation is sometimes used 
artificially by the poets, as is apparent from 
the isolation of such occurrences. In some 
individual words the written iy and uv have 
to be pronounced as consonantal y and v: 
always in suvana-. pres. part, of su- "press'; 
occasionally in bhiyas- 'fear*, hiyana- 'im-
pelled'. Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, T8I b, note, 
bottom. 

R P r . VIIL 2 2 ; XVII. 1 4 . 
1 1 See GRASSMANN, W b . 1711 , columns 

4 and 5. 
" WACKERNAGEL 1, 181 c 7. 
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That this syllabic pronunciation was not simply i and u (with hiatus), 
but iy and uv, is rendered probable not only by the spelling iy uv besides v, 
but by the consideration that y and v are respectively the natural transition 
from i and u to a following dissimilar vowel. 

b. In the R V . y and * are pronounced with a syllabic value under 
the following conditions: 

1. almost invariably after a group of consonants and generally after a 
single consonant if preceded by a long vowel. Thus the ending -bhyas and 
the suffix -tya are regularly pronounced as dissyllables after a long vowel, 
but as monosyllables after a short vowel. Hence, too, v is pronounced as 
well as written in the forms davidhv-dt, susv-ati, susv-and-, juhv-e, juhv-ati1. 

2. after a single initial consonant at the beginning of a verse, or, within 
a verse, if the preceding syllable is heavy, in some half dozen words. Thus 
tyd- 'that', and tvarn 'thou' are nearly always pronounced as they are written 
after a short vowel, but tiyd- and tuvdm at the beginning of a Pada or after 
a long vowel. The y is pronounced as iy in jy<i- and jyaka- 'bowstring' 
only at the beginning of a verse or after a long vowel, in jydyas-
'mightier' only after a long vowel. Finally tva- 'many', must generally be 
read as tuva- after a long vowel, but almost invariably tva- after a short 
vowel. 

3. in the inflexion of the nouns in T (nom. sing. -T-s) and a2, where the 
stem has (with only six exceptions) to be pronounced with iy and uv.3 

Thus the transition from iy and uv to y and v began in the RV., the 
traditional text writing for the iy and uv which was pronounced by the poets 
of that Veda, sometimes iy and uv, sometimes y and v. 

49. The semivowel / . — This semivowel, when not derived from i 
before other vowels (48 a) within Vedic itself, is based either on IE. i ( = Gk. 
spiritus asper) or voiced palatal spirant (*= Gk. i ) 4 i e- g. yds 'who' (<>->); 

yaj- 'sacrifice' (¿7-/0?); yud/i- 'fight' {j<j-(iivrj); but ydva- 'com' (fe'a); yas-
'boil' (£em); yuj- 'yoke' (W7-); yasdti- 'broth' {Q-ji-rj). It is probably due to 
this difference of origin that yas- 'boil' and yam- 'restrain', reduplicate with 
ya- in the perfect, but yaj- 'sacrifice', with i-. 

a. This semivowel sometimes appears without etymological justi-
fication: 1. after roots in -3 before vowel suffixes; e. g. da-y-i, 3. sing. aor. 
{da- 'give'), d-dha-y-i {dha- 'put'), d-jtia-y-i (jiis- 'know'); upa-stha-y-am, abs. 
'approaching'; rsabha-da-y-in- (AV.) 'bestowing bulls'. This is probably due 
to the influence of roots in -at (27 a), which have a- before consonants, but 
ay- before vowels; e. g. pai- 'drink': pd-tave, a-pay-i, pay-ana-.—2. owing to 
the influence of closely allied words or formations, in: yB-y-dm 'you' (for 
*yUsam, Av. yUzern, cp. yus-md-, stem of other cases)5 because of vay-am 
'we'; bha-y-istha- 'most' because of bha-yas- 'more'; bhave-y-am, 1. sing. opt. 
(for *b/idvayam) because of bhdves, bhdvet, etc. 

b. very rarely in the later Samhitas after palatals: tirascye (AV. xv. 3*) 
var. lect. for tirasce, dat., 'transverse'; snyaptra- (TS. 1. 2. 13 )̂ '.snupira- (VS.) 
'corner of the mouth'. 

c. interchanging (after the manner of Prakrit) occasionally with v 6 in 

1 On vyurtiv-dn% ly-i/rriz'-atf-beside apornui'- 6 Jn khya- 'tell', y seems at first sight to 
antas, see WACKERNAGEL I, 182 a a, note. ' b e interchanged with the i of isa-, which 

2 See below 375, 382 a. | occurs in the K. and the MS. (cp. v. SCHROE-
3 For various explanations of this see ! DER'S ed., 1, p. XLIII, 7); but the two verbs, 

WACKERNAGEL I. 182 a 7, note (p. 205). though synonymous, have probably a different 
4 See BRUGMANN, K G . 1, 302. | origin. Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 188 c, note. 
5 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 86 C; 1S7, note. 
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the Samhitás of the YV.; e. g. Utatayin- (VS.) beside Statavin- (TS.) Tiaving 
one's bow drawn'1 . 

50. T h e semivowel v.— This sound was, at the time of the Prati-
sákhyas2, a voiced labio-dental spirant like the English v or the German w. 
Within Vedic it is very frequently derived from u3. It seems otherwise 
always to be based on IE. ¡t¡ there is no evidence that it is ever derived 
from an IE. spirant v which was not interchangeable with u4 . 

a. This semivowel is sometimes found interchanging with bwith y6, 
and according to some scholars, with mi. 

b. In two roots in which v is followed by r, an interchange of sonantal 
and consonantal pronunciation, together with metathesis takes place, vr 
becoming ru\ hence from dhvr- 'bend' are derived both -dhvr-t- and -dhrít-, 
dhru-t-, dhru-ti-\ from hvr- 'go crooked1, -hvr-t-, -hvr-ia-hvr-ti- and hru-

ná-ti, 3. sing., hrú-t-, -hru-ta-. The root rudh- 'grow1, may be a similar variation 
of vrdh- 'grow'8. 

51. T h e semivowel r. — The liquid sound r must originally have 
been a cerebral, as is shown by its phonetic effect on a following dental n 
(47 A). By the time of the Pratisákhyas9, it was, however, pronounced in 
other phonetic positions also. Being the consonantal sound corresponding to 
r before vowels (like y v to i u), it is in that position correspondingly 
graded with ar; e. g. á-kr-ati, á-kr-ata, beside á-kr-thas: d-kar-am, aor. of 
kr- 'do'; dr-ú-: dár-u- 'wood'. 

a. r generally corresponds to r in the cognate languages, but not 
infrequently to I also; and where these languages agree in having /, the latter 
may in these instances be assumed to be the original sound. As old Iranian 
here invariably has r, there seems to have been a tendency to rhotacism in 
the Indo-Iranian period io. Words in which Vedic r thus represents IE. / 
are the following: 

1. initially: raks- 'protect1; ragh-u- 'swift'; ramhate 'speeds'; rabh- 'grasp'; 
rami- 'hang down'; ra- 'bark'; ric- 'leave', rip- 'smear'; rih- 'lick'; rue- 'shine', 
ruj- 'break'; rudh- and ruh- 'grow'. 

2. medially: ángüra- 'coal'; ajirá- 'agile'; aratni- 'elbow1; arh• 'be 
worthy'; iydrti 'sets in motion'; Tr- 'set in motion'; ürni- 'wool'; ürmi- 'wave'; 

garútmant-, a celestial bird; gardabhá- 'ass'; gárbha- 'womb'; cakrá-
'wheel'; car- 'move'; carama- last ' ; eirá- 'long*; ehardis- 'protection'; dhirú-
(AV.) 'sucking*; parasú- 'axe'; piparti 'fills'; pür- 'fort'; purú- 'much'; prath-
'spread out'; -prú-t- 'swimming', -pruta- part, 'floating', pravate 'waves'; 
márdhati 'neglects'; -marsana- (AV.) 'touching'; mürdhán- 'head'; vará-
'suitor', and various forms of vr- 'choose'; vareas- 'light'; sarand- 'pro-
tecting'; sarman- 'protection'; sárkara- 'gravel'; sisira- (AV.) 'cold season'; 
s'ri- 'lean'; sru- 'hear'; sróni- 'buttock'; sar- in forms of sr- 'run', and 
sarird- (VS.) 'flood'; sarpis- 'clarified butter'; sahdsra- 'thousand'; svar-
'heaven'; súrya- 'sun'; harit- and hdrita- 'yellow'; kiranya- 'gold'; hrlldúni-
' ha i l ' " . 

1 Cp . BENFEY, G G A . 1852 , 1 1 4 F.; WEBER, 
IS . 2 , 2 8 ; WACKERNAGEL I, 188 c. 

1 S e e WHITNEY on APr . 1. 26. 

9 See WHITNEY o n APr . 1. 20, 28. 
10 It seems as if the Vedic relation of r 

to / could only be accounted for by assum-
3 See above 48 a. : ing a mixture of dialects; one dialect 
4 Cp. WACKERNAGEL I, 196; BRUGMANN, I having preserved the IE. distinction of r 

KG. I, 148 and 155. J and /; in another IE. I becoming r (the 
5 See 45 a, 3. Vedic dialect); in a third r becoming / 
6 49 c. 1 46 c. throughout (the later Mdgadhi). See BRUG-
8 For some other possible instances see 

WACKERNAGEL I, 18 J b, note. 
MANN, K G . I, 1 7 5 , no t e . 

« See WACKERNAGEL I, 189. 


